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There is snow in Tacoma! Students at UPS welcomed more than two inches of snow last week in Tacoma. Students 
enjoyed the full-scale snowball fi ghts that ensued. 
IPE book drive encourages campus 
to donate books for the Philippines 
• 
Smokers 
are forced 
to find new 
places to 
light up 
I-901 bans smoking 
within 25 feet of all 
buildings 
By Brandon Lueken 
blueken@ups.edu  
Senior News Writer 
Smokers on campus will have a harder time 
finding places to smoke on campus when Initia-
tive 901 goes into effect. 
The initiative, which acknowledged smok-
ing and second -hand smoke as a serious health 
hazard, banned smoking within 25 feet of all 
buildings so as to provide for clean ventilation 
into buildings. 
It passed in a recent state election b y 63.1 per-
cent and one month was allotted for businesses 
to make necessary changes before the bill went 
into effect yesterday. 
The university is not exempt from this law, and 
as a result, students cannot smoke in breezewa ys 
during bad weather, they cannot smoke outside 
of Diversions café or in front of the SUB. 
To help the smoking community on campus, 
the university has made preparations for the 
law. 
"It's been challenging, since the health de-
partment just released information last week," 
Associate Vice President for Business Services 
John Hickey said. 
To help guide jurisdiction for the smoker com-
munity on campus, the university participated 
in a conference call with Independent Colleges 
of Washington representatives to see what other 
universities were doing. 
Also, Hickey gathered a group of students, 
staff and faculty, smoking and non-smoking, 
that came recommended by ASUPS, the Dean 
of Academic Affairs, the Dean of Students and 
the Staff Senate to discuss what sort of strate gy 
would make sense for the universit y. 
"They came to a consensus recommendation 
for the university, and that is effectively our 
plan," Hickey said. 
The University will be posting signs on a few 
of the buildings, both academic and residential. 
The university plans to remind students that 
there is no smoking and communicate the laws 
to the campus through a campus e-mail and 
through The Trail. 
"We just hope that the campus community 
will abide by the law," Hickey said. 
In the case that an yone does not abide by the 
law, there are several options. They could re-
ceive a citation by the local police, but the odds 
of that are low. Instead, concerned individuals 
can report violators to security, student affairs 
SEE SMOKING PAGE 3 
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• The Trail 
Unwe rs of Puo-et Sound Student Newspaper Established 1910 
By Jessica Bruce 
jbruce@ups.edu  
Senior News Writer 
Last spring, UPS students, facult y 
and staff donated over 2,500 books 
that were sent to Kenya to establish 
community libraries. 
Building on the success of the spring 
book drive, the International Political 
Economy department is partnering 
with Thrift Recycling Management 
(TRM) and Hands Across the Water 
throughout finals week this semester to 
le collect books for the Philippines. 
"The books that were donated last 
spring by the UPS faculty and students 
were part of a 55,000 book shipment, 
along with computers and medical 
equipment, to a charity in Ken ya that 
distributes the goods to needy hospitals, 
libraries and schools," Vice President 
of Operations at TRM Jeff McMullin 
said. 
The amount of books in the library 
limits the circulation of books out of 
the library. 
"In many of the villages throughout 
Kenya, the libraries do not allow people 
to take books home because they have 
so few," McMullin said. "You may 
only check a book out for a few hours 
and must remain in the librar y to read 
the book. With the additional books 
the libraries are now receiving, many 
of them will be able to allow those 
interested to check out a book for 
several days." 
This year, books that are collected 
at UPS and other universities in the 
Northwest will be shipped to the 
Philippines, as part of the National 
SEE BOOK DRIVE PAGE 4  
Book Development Program. 
According to McMullin, TRM has 
already shipped one container of 55,000 
books to that program, which will be 
used to establish libraries throu ghout 
the country. 
Thrift Recycling Management 
provided a book donation bin, located 
near the Wheelock Student Center 
information desk. 
Students, faculty and staff are asked 
to donate any unwanted books. 
"Every day last year the bin was 
overflowing," IPE chair Mike Veseth 
said. 
According to McMullin, most of 
the books donated last spring were 
textbooks. 
Veseth pointed to the "big hearts" 
of UPS staff members and said man y 
brought in novels and children's 
"Hey You" from the sub, will 
you give me a private sandwich 
making lesson? 
FOR MORE "HEY YOU' S," 
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Top 10 world 
news events: 
Saddam Hussein refuses 
to attend his trial concerning 
crimes against humanity. 
Five Israelis killed near 
mall by Palestinian bomber. 
New nuclear power plant 
to be built in Iran. 
East Africa shaken by 6.8 
magnitude earthquake on 
Dec. 6. 
New carniverous mammal 
found in Borneo. 
Mass. man who beat his 
stepdaughter into a coma 
begs to be kept alive. 
Meteor show lit up West-
ern Australian sky. 
Marilyn Manson marries 
burlesque dancer in Ireland. 
Mel Gibson is currently 
developing a television mini-
series about the Holocaust. 
Plane crash kills 115 peo-
ple in Iran. 
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UPS to host national Race and 
Pedagogy conference next fall 
By Seth Doherty 
sdoheriy@ups.edu  
News Writer 
Next fall, the University of Puget 
Sound will host the National Con-
ference of Race and Pedagogy. 
The event, which will be held 
from Sept. 14 to 16, 2006, will 
feature keynote speaker, Professor 
Cornell West, scholar and Professor 
of Religion at Princeton University. 
The seminar is being organized by 
many of the faculty at the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound. 
Since the fall of 2002, the Afri-
can-American Studies Department, 
with the advertisement of the Center 
for Writing, Learning, and Teach-
ing, has developed and engaged in a 
conversation with the campus com-
munity about race and pedagogy, 
partly through the form of several 
brown bag lunches. 
"This conference is a way of in-
tensifying the conversation," Pro-
fessor of Education and African-
American Studies, and co-head of 
the Programming Committee for the 
conference Grace Livingston said. 
Professor of Communications and 
African-American Studies, as well 
as the head of the planning com-
mittee for the event, Dexter Gordon 
explained that this "high-impact 
event" was necessary to show that 
the University of Puget Sound takes 
the issue of race and pedagogy se-
riously and that they are important 
issues as part of a liberal arts educa-
tion. 
"The University of Puget Sound is 
interested in establishing itself as a 
voice in this discussion about race 
and pedagogy, which is old and na-
tion wide," Gordon said. 
Gordon hopes to attract a national, 
regional and local audience. 
Specifically, this conference may 
be a way for the campus to connect 
with the Tacoma community, in 
congruence with President Ronald 
Thomas' call for greater civic en-
gagement. 
The Taco-
ma Museum 
of Glass will 
bring in a 
special guest 
artist who 
will address 
themes of 
race through 
glass bead 
work for the 
event. 
This will initiate several events, 
including an off-campus workshop 
and presentation of lynching and ar-
tistic resistance to it. 
The school hopes to continue this 
civil engagement into work with the 
Tacoma Black Elective, and other 
community groups in order to ad-
dress the performance gap between 
majority and minority students. 
Gordon notes that the support for 
the conference has been very high. 
"The University has been fully 
supportive of this venture. President 
Ron Thomas and Vice President of 
Academic Affairs Kris Bartanen, the 
academic faculty and staff are giv-
ing strong support and there seems 
to be genuine community around 
the conference," Gordon said. 
The committee is also possibly in-
terested in full student engagement 
as the conference approaches. 
The conference will examine is-
sues of minority students and access 
to higher education, as well as how 
race affects academic content and 
how it affects the classroom setting. 
Livingston explained that the con-
ference will help educate students to  
face the assertion that the world is 
racialized. 
"It is a particular challenge, on a 
predominantly white campus, to see 
how racialized the issues of educa- 
  tion are," 
Livingston 
said. 
A call for 
papers was 
put out to 
faculty or 
anyone inter-
ested to con-
tribute to the 
conference, 
breaking the 
conference into three themes: Race, 
Knowledge and Disciplinary; Racial 
Dynamics and Racial Performances 
in the Classroom (and Beyond); and 
Race, Pedagogy, and Community. 
There is hope that this conference 
and.the related planning, discussion 
andrevents,will create openness and 
have a profound effect on the cam-
pus. 
"I hope this will lead to a situa-
tion where we are less afraid to talk 
about race when it is right in front of 
us," Livingston said. 
Livingston is also concerned with 
continuing campus efforts. 
"My feeling is there is some com-
mitment on this campus to continue 
this work once the conference is 
over," Livingston said. 
Since this event is part of a de-
veloping process, Gordon and Liv-
ingston see it as a step in the process 
which will boast and widen the con-
versation. 
"I am hoping the conversation will 
bleed itself and infiltrate the entire 
campus," Livingston said. 
Seth Doherty was ecstatic about the 
snow. He was out on Todd Field in a 
complete snow suit with mittens. 
"It is a particular challenge, on a pre-
dominantly white campus, to see how 
racialized the issues of education are." 
—Grace Livingston 
Co-head of the Programming Corn- 
mitee for the Race and Pedagogy 
Coming Soon: 
http://asups.ups.edu/trail  
By Lauren Iversen 
liversen@ups.edu   
A&E Writer 
• 
Only months after Justin Garland, '03, graduated from 
UPS, he launched himself into a world that was unlike 
anything he had ever experienced. 
And on Dec. 6, students got to catch a glimpse of this 
world. 
Garland shared his experience of spending two and a 
sir half years in Swaziland as a rural HIV/AIDS Community 
Educator through the Peace Corps. 
As a religion major, Garland's senior thesis focused on 
Christianity's response to HIV in Africa. However, his 
prior knowledge of AIDS was based mostly on numbers 
— so when he found out he was going to Swaziland, Gar-
land said he got thrown into the deep end. 
With the Peace Corps, Garland got 10 weeks of cultural, 
language and job training before being dropped off in a ru-
ral area to go to work on a research related project. Living 
on a homestead with 45 people, including his host family, 
he got to experience the unfamiliar culture first hand. 
"It was shocking going into a community where every-
thing is made from scratch," Garland said. 
Swaziland, the smallest country in South Africa (about 
the size of New Jersey), has a population of about 1 mil- 
lion and the highest percent of HIV infection anywhere 
in the world (age group 25 to 29 has 56 percent infection 
rate). Garland's first job as a Community Educator was to 
figure out why this was the case. 
"So much of it has to do with women's empowerment 
issues," Garland said. "Although many women are mo-
nogamous and faithful to their husbands, they do not have 
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a UPS alumnus shares Peace Corps experience 
the power to refuse sex or ask him to use protection." 
In addition to gender roles, Garland cited poverty and 
the large migrant population as big factors in the outbreak 
of AIDS in Southern Africa. 
"When a woman is offered money for sex and she has 
starving children, she is going to make decisions based 
on what is important at that moment," Garland said. "She 
wants to feed her family for the next week." 
Although the Swazi people are aware of the disease's 
outbreak, there is still a huge stigma based on the belief 
that prostitutes are the main carriers of the disease. 
"Misinformation is still prevalent," Garland said. "But 
it is obviously more complicated than that." 
Garland cited a "lack of hope" as one of the major prob-
lems in Swaziland, especially among the youth. 
"Youths in Africa do not even have an opportunity to 
go to university if they're not part of the monarchy," Gar-
land said. "They have no incentive to protect themselves 
from HIV." 
In addition, Garland and a few other Peace Corps mem-
bers also put together some public service announcements 
for "Swazi TV" to serve as commercial fillers during TV 
programs. 
Ads informed people about the serious problem and 
also encouraged people to get involved in the fight against 
HIV by volunteering or even just getting tested. 
"If there's one thing that you can do, it's just to recog-
nize the sheer number of people that are dying and under-
stand that it is an epidemic leunfathomable proportions," 
Garland said. 
The University of Puget Sound ranks third among col-
leges with 5,000 or fewer undergraduates in the Peace 
Corps' 2005 list of "Top Producing Colleges and Univer-
sities." 
UPS alumnus Justin Garland, '03, served as a rural 
HIV/AIDS Community Educator in Swaziland. 
For more information on the Peace Corps, go to www. 
peacecorps.com and check out a journal of Garland's 
service in the Winter 2006 Arches. 
Lauren is going to name her first born son Jarvis Jermajesty 
Hortense III. 
Smoking 	 
or choose to inform the person of the law 
themselves. 
Security will be taking some care to 
help institute these new laws in order that 
everything works smoothly. 
"We can tell a person to move away," 
Director of Security 
Services Todd Bad- 
areas of a close proximity to school build-
ings. Of course officers are aware that it 
might take some time for these policies 
to be implemented effectively, but in the 
meantime they can show their dedica-
tion toward upholding this latest smoking 
ban. 
"But, it will basically come down to the 
discretion of the officer to gauge if the 
person is breaking the law, or if they are  
too close to a building," Badham said. 
If all of this seems like a big hassle, and 
quitting seems like a more viable option, 
students and faculty are always encour-
aged to consider that option. For students, 
Center for Health and Wellness (CHWS) 
offers 	 free 
	  smoking ces- 
sation materi-
als. 
Any 	 stu- 
dent can go 
to CHWS and 
schedule an 
appointment to 
meet with any 
of the nurse practitioners to assess what 
can be done to stop smoking, as well as 
find out more about the severity of smok-
ing as a general health issue. 
"They will be given smoking cessation 
material, patches or gum, with health ad-
vice and schedule some behavioral coun-
seling," Nurse Practitioner Lisa Robinson 
said. 
The behavioral counseling, which has 
greatly improved results for those trying 
to quit, suggests numerous techniques for 
those who are trying to quit smoking. 
Rearranging furniture for a new envi-
ronment, changing routines to avoid the 
time when most people would smoke and 
tossing out ashtrays are all ways that can 
help people quit. 
Everything at CHWS, including the 
patches and gum, is free. That is because 
the university took part a study, Campus 
Health Action on Tobacco, as a control 
university that did not actively try to get 
students to quit or declare the campus 
smoke free. 
These materials will remain free so long 
as supplies last.There are around 20 sets 
of patches and 15 sets of gum available 
to students. 
Staff and faculty who are looking to 
quit can look to the university's health 
plans with Group Health Cooperative for 
no charge. 
Also available are LifeEra, a part of 
group health, and QuitTobacco.org . 
QuitTobacco.org is also available to stu- 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
dents. The informative website provides 
a plethora of information regarding tech-
niques for successfully quitting, as well as 
constructive tips to help smokers restruc-
ture their daily routines and lifestyles. 
The website also features a calculator 
which allows smokers to comprehend 
the amount of money they spend on ciga-
rettes. 
Students not wishing to partake in the 
behavioral therapy aspect of the CHWS 
Plan can call the Washington State quit 
line. The quit line is a phone number for 
those who smoke half a pack or more per 
day. The state will send nicotine replace-
ments for free. 
There is an abundance of groups and 
websites which promote healthier life-
syles and are committed to helping smok-
ers curtail the habit — this is only ex-
pected to increase in light of the recent 
legislation aimed at promoting health in 
the public sphere. 
Brandon Lueken is happy the legislation 
has passed because he hates smelling like 
smoke. 
ham said. 
By publicizing this 
change in policies, 
smokers will have 
to change aspects of 
their routines which 
involve 	 smoking 
while socializing in 
"We can tell a person to move away" 
—Todd Badham 
Director of Security Services 
PHOTO COURTESY OF JOHN UNDERHILL 
This map of campus details areas of UPS where it is illegal to smoke. The darker shaded areas represent 25 feet around each building, where it is now illegal 
to smoke. Students will now be expected to find new areas to smoke and may receive citations from the police if they are in violation of the new legislation. 
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Interested in 
working for The 
Trail? We will 
be hiring at the 
start of next 
semester. 
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By Talia Sorrentino 
tsorrentino@ups.edu 
News Writer 
In response to the growing problem of unsportsman-
like behavior during collegiate sports events, UPS's 
Student-Athlete's Advisory Council have gotten togeth-
er to promote themes of encouragement with the spring 
semester anti-heckling campaign. 
"There's a fine line between being funny and support-
ing. your team, and being unsportsmanlike," Associate 
Director of SAAC Robin Hamilton said. 
Last year, UPS was the first institution in the North 
West Conference to implement posters as a part of the 
effort to prevent unsportsmanlike behavior. 
One poster depicted the women's soccer team making 
negative comments and heckling students in the middle 
of a test. 
Another poster showed the 	  
baseball team intimidating a 
professor with their bats. 
SAAC wants to communi-
cate the message that that kind 
of behavior is inappropriate in 
the classroom setting and is 
unacceptable at sports games 
as well. 
UPS was awarded a grant for their creative approach. 
Each institution receives a $6000 grant to be used to-
wards encouraging sportsmanship. 
This year Athletic Director Amy Hackett asked stu-
dent-athletes Brent Weidenbach and Shelby Ramirez to 
confront the issue on campus. 
"The main purpose of SAAC is to cut out profanity and 
discrimination against sex or race," Weidenbach said. 
Weidenbach, a junior, is a men's baseball player. Ram-
irez is a junior on the women's basketball team. 
Each institution designates two students that partici-
pate in varsity athletics as representatives at the annual 
North West leadership Conference. 
As SAAC representatives they have sought a humor- 
books, which he said are ideal for a 
community library. 
"Our project focuses on recycling 
surplus or unwanted books of all 
kinds," Veseth said. "There are a 
lot of books that are discarded every 
year. We'd like to get those books 
into the recycling pipeline and keep 
them out of the landfill." 
Veseth continued to explain that 
the HATW program sells some 
of the books it collects to raise 
money for shipping and handling 
costs, which makes the program 
economically sustainable. 
"The small fraction of books 
that are so badly damaged as to be 
unusable are shredded and used to 
make recycled paper products. So 
the program supports environmental  
ous approach to communicate the message of good 
sportsmanship. 
"You don't want to be too serious, because it will turn 
students away," Weidenbach said. 
SAAC encourages students to be more witty. 
"We want students to come up with something better 
than dropping the f-bomb," Weidenbach said. 
SAAC wants to encourage students to demonstrate 
their enthusiasm at sports events. Fan support ultimately 
strengthens a team. 
The challenge SAAC faces is to encourage sportsman-
like behavior without discouraging students from attend-
ing events. 
"You create a home-field advantage by having lots of 
support for peer-athletes and the best way to do that is in 
a positive environment," Hamilton said. 
A major problem is that the televised images of inap-
propriate behavior at professional and many Division I 
sports events is relayed as acceptable. 
"UPS is difficult to play because of 
the intimacy of the Fieldhouse," Wei-
denbach said. "The loud fans make it 
tough a place to play." 
In the past four years, only two peo-
ple hawheen escorted out of a UPS 
sporting event. 
While the number of unsportsman- 
like incidents at UPS are few, Hamil-
ton said UPS should strive to be a role model for other 
schools. 
Fan behavior doesn't only impact the psyche of a team; 
inappropriate behavior can directly change the game. A 
team can receive technical fouls because of fan misbe-
havior, and there are clear repercussions. 
When an outraged fan is driven to run onto the court, 
it is no longer just an issue of freedom of speech. The 
safety of the players is at stake. 
As a school with a good reputation for good sports-
manship, UPS has been highly successful in being cho-
sen to host NCAA sports events. 
Talia Sorrentino has a secret that she would like to share 
with the UPS community. Talia is the Grizz. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
McMullin said. 
Veseth said the program is also 
ideal for IPE because it allows UPS 
to act globally. 
"This program helps the global 
meet the local, Veseth said. "Getting 
access to educational material in less 
developed countries is a problem. 
We are taking local steps to solve 
it." 
McMullin agreed, echoing Veseth's 
statement. 
"Donations go a long way in 
helping those around the world who 
long to learn," he said. 
Jessica Bruce plans on donating her 
textbooks instead of burning them in the 
large bonfire she was planning. 
Campus Crimes 
The following incidents were 
reported to Security Services 
and occurred on-campus be-
tween Nov. 3o and Dec. 5: 
Four students reported receiving 
unwanted telephone calls during 
the night. Security and Telephone 
Services staff is working to identify 
the origin of the calls. Students who 
receive unwanted telephone calls 
are advised to hang up immediately 
and report the call to Security Serv-
ices. 
A student reported she received 
injuries when she was struck by a 
large garbage can which had been 
hit by a silver Toyota 4-Runner on 
Alder St. She said the vehicle may 
have lost control in the snow and 
ice. The driver did not stop and is 
being sought by Security and Taco-
ma Police. 
A student reported the rear pas-
senger-side tail light on her vehicle 
was broken while it was parked near 
Regester Hall. 
A student who lives in a Univer-
sity house on Union Ave. reported 
his laptop computer was stolen 
from his room. He said his room 
was unlocked and that it may have 
been taken during a function at the 
house. 
**Please contact Security Serv-
ices (X3311) or Tacoma Police 
(911) if you have any informa-
tion about the incidents de-
scribed above. 
Important Semester Break 
Parking Information 
It is highly recommended that 
students take their vehicles home or 
store them off-campus during the 
semester break. Students who have 
no other options may store vehicles 
on campus, but the University ac-
cepts no responsibility for theft or 
damage. Vehicles left on campus 
must be registered with Security 
for break parking. Please stop by 
or call to register. (Note: This is 
in addition to the normal parking 
registration process.) All vehicles 
must be parked in the Wheelock 
Student Center lot and it is highly 
recommended that all valuables are 
removed. Please call Security if you 
have questions about this service. 
SAAC strives for UPS sportsmanship 
with university anti-heckling campaign 
"There's a fine line between being 
funny and supporting your team, and 
being unsportsmanlike,." 
—Robin Hamilton 
Associate Director of Saac 
Book Drive 
	  
sustainability, too," Veseth said. 
The WE department came to be 
involved with the program through 
Veseth. 
While 	 researching 	 recycled 
clothing for his recent book 
"Globaloney," Veseth worked with 
McMullin. 
McMullin later contacted Veseth, 
hoping to involve UPS and other 
universities in the area with the book 
donation project. 
Although HATW runs the donation 
program nationally, TRM provides 
logistics for the collection and 
distribution of books. 
TRM's primary function is to buy 
items from American thrift stores and 
sell them to business people overseas 
who sell those items in local markets, 
From the brighter side 
A FACULTY CONTRIBUTION 
By David Droge 
droge@ups.echt 
Guest Faculty Writer 
Last week the SUB (oops "Wheelock Hall") was 
decorated with two boards addressing socioeconomic 
myths about students at Puget Sound. The profile of 
students described on those boards omitted one cru-
cial feature about contemporary higher education. 
Once viewed as -engines of opportunity", colleges 
and universities like ours have become instead "bas-
tions of privilege". 
These phrases, which appear in the November 2005 
Atlantic Monthly, serve as shorthand for the changes 
in college admissions practices which began in the 
early 1980s. The number of college-aged individu-
als began to shrink. At the same time. the U.S. News 
college ranking system became increasingly popular. 
As a result colleges shifted admissions from a passive 
process of selecting from a large pool of applicants 
to an aggressive marketing approach. Institutional 
"brand identification" was a major concern. The 
ranking criteria used by U.S. News influenced col-
lege policy-making. As a result of these changes, al-
most all colleges began to use financial aid offers to 
entice the -right" kind of students to enroll. Offers to 
National Merit Scholars were the tip of the iceberg. 
Higher SAT scorers increased acollege 1 s average SAT 
and could lead to a move up in the U.S. News rank-
ings. 
This practice rapidly became known as "discount-
ing". The discount rate is the percentage of a yearly 
budget devoted to financial aid provided by the col-
lege itself in addition to federal and state aid. At UPS 
31% of the annual budget is distributed to students 
in the form of grants and loans; we are below the na-
tional average of 39%. 
In addition sto discounting, universities created a 
new administrative position which encompassed 
both admissions and financial aid departments. These 
"enrollment managers" used sophisticated statistical 
techniques to balance the competing goals of aca-
demic "quality" as measured by standardized tests-
- diversity, and tuition revenue. The more students 
who pay -sticker price" for their education, the more 
financial aid money will be available for discounting 
to achieve the goals of quality and diversity. 
Socioeconomic diversity is undermined in the cur-
rent environment. In my generation, generous finan-
cial aid packages were more available for applicants 
from poorer families who had high test scores. Driven 
by government worries about keeping up scientifical-
ly with our Cold War adversaries, government money 
made college affordable for students who previously 
would not have gone on beyond high school. A col-
lege degree was then, as it is now, a ticket to admis-
sion to well-paying professions. 
Now college is seen exclusively as a personal ben-
efit, rather than a "public good". As a result, more 
loans and fewer grants are available nationwide. In 
1980 41% of financial aid went to loans; now nearly 
60% of aid is in the form of loans. And, as we saw 
last week, the average debt for Puget Sound graduates 
is over $25,000. 
In addition, merit-based awards, offered to students 
regardless of demonstrated financial need, began to 
increase. According to George Mills, UPS Vice-Pres-
ident for Enrollment, around 6% of our financial aid 
budget is awarded to students with no financial !teed. 
In most cases students who qualify for merit awards 
also demonstrate financial need. Given the average 
financial need for UPS students is over $26,000, this 
last statement should come as no surprise. 
ItIs probably true that our admissions program is at 
the more advanced end of the enrollment management 
spectrum. Rather than worrying only about meeting 
targets for first-year students, we emphasize admit-
ting students likely to persist for the full four years. 
To the extent that UPS reflects the national picture 
in higher education, however, we favor students from 
upper-income families. Early Decision programs, as 
well as the growing use of private admissions coun-
selors, favor those who are "college-savvy". These 
are usually people whose parents went to college and 
became professionals. In addition, the college-savvy 
are more likely to be able to take advantage of federal 
tax credits for college tuition than children from poor-
er backgrounds. Finally, the sophisticated applicant 
can leverage his or her "cultural capital" test scores, 
ethnic background, or special talent to play one insti-
tution off against another in getting the best aid pack-
age. It's a lot like shopping for a car and working out 
the best deal possible. 
The consequence. according the Atlantic Monthly, 
is that students from poorer backgrounds are less like-
ly to go to college. If your family income is $90,000 
or more a year, and at least half of you are from these 
families, the chances of your having a college degree 
by age 24 is one in two. After all, not everybody sticks 
it out. If, on the other hand, your family income is 
below $35,000, the chance of your having a degree 
by age 24 is only one in 17. For the past 25 years the 
proportion of poorest 
Americans having a college degree has been stuck 
at 6%. 
Taxpayer-subsidized public colleges do not pick up 
the slack. In an older study in Washington state, the 
annual income of families of students attending the 
University of Washington averaged $2000 more than 
those attending Puget Sound. According to Mills, a 
recent Minnesota study found that students at the U of 
Minnesota had annual family incomes $3000 higher 
than those attending private schools in that state. 
We have a fairly narrow range of socioeconomic di-
versity here. When we see "diversity" here, probably 
see differences in consumer choices, hometown, or 
ethnic backgrounds. Because we cannot meet every 
students demonstrated financial need, we probably 
lose students who suffer from -sticker shock" when 
they read of the $38,800 cost estimate posted on the 
UPS Website. 
So, as finals approach, think about the cultural capi-
tal you brought with you to Puget Sound. Remember, 
thanks in part to students like you, we're #81 among 
liberal arts colleges in the U.S. News rankings. 
Pouring a cup of beer advice for all novices 
Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily 
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail en- 
courages all readers to respond to all articles or 
important issues by writing a letter to the Editor. 
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are 
printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board. 
The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter 
that is submitted for publication. Letters must be 
signed with a full name and contact information 
and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Let- 
ters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu  or deliv- 
ered through the mail to CMB 1095. 
OPEN-ENDED 
FORUM 
WHAT DID YOU DO IN 
THE SNOW? 
Will Cordingly, senior 
"Nothing! I was in the library work- 
ing on a presentation for my Comm 
Theory class. It sucked." 
• 
Miriam Lipman, freshman 
"I tackled people on Todd Field and 
made my own plastic sled to skid 
around the snow on ." 
• 
Jason Ball, senior 
"I took people out in the best snow- 
ball fight of my life." 
• 
Alex Facque, senior 
"I dreamt of my favorite snow 
bunny and all the fun holiday times to 
come in the snow." 
• 
Betsy Wanless, junior 
"I ran outside of my house the 
minute I saw the snow and spent quite 
a while frolicking ! Then I made some 
drinks and settled down to snowman- 
making time." 
Katie Azarow, junior 
"I tried to enjoy myself in the snow, 
however, it was very cold and I'm not 
really into that. Plus I got hit in the 
butt with a snowball so I went inside 
and watched out the window as peo- 
ple got pelted with snowballs." 
• 
Bucky Brenner, junior 
" I made the most beautiful snow an-
gels that anyone has ever seen. Then I 
made some hot chocolate to keep me 
warm." 
• 
Kathleen Fergus, sophomore 
"I knocked people out in a snowball 
fight and watched freshmen try to sled 
down the muddy snow hills on Todd 
Field." 
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By Matt Stevens 
mrstevens@ups.edu  
Sports Editor 
Do you often 
find yourself 
walking down 
Aisle 15 at the 
local Safeway, 
glancing from box to box, attempt-
ing to figure out what you would like 
to use to get drunk that evening. 
Because this writer never finds 
himself in that position either. But 
through my three and half years of 
exhaustive and extensive research 
on the binge drinking of college stu-
dents, I feel I am gratified to shed 
some light on the best possible me-
dium to explore this amazing fasci-
nation of the college co-ed. 
Frequently complimenting the col-
lege binge drinking atmosphere are 
drinking games such as flip-cup, 
kings, drunga and probably UPS's  
favorite, beer pong (this is neither 
the time nor the place to get into the 
discussion whether its beer pong or 
beirut). 
If you want to go there, come find 
me on a Saturday about two in the 
morning and we'll hash it out like 
two very drunk frat boys, over ice-
cold shots of jagermeister. These 
games usually involve large amounts 
of drinking cheap, crappy beer very 
quickly, so as to get participating 
parties drunk to the point that they 
lose their dexterity at said games and 
then must drink more while playing 
the games (the logic is quite astound-
ing wouldn't you say?). 
There are a variety of beers avail-
able for acheiving an immediate and 
satiating level of intoxication. If a 
player is looking to get absolutely 
smashed early in the evening, I rec-
ommend going with the Steel Re-
serve. 
While it tastes like paper mill 
crap, it gets you drunk right quick (if 
SEE BEER PAGE 7 
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Is anyone up for a beer pong game 
using only steel reserve? 
you've ever heard 'pay before you 
play' with Steel Reserve in your cup, 
then you too have consciously con-
templated the four ways to kill some-
one with a ping pong ball). 
Another excellent choice for the 
high alcohol browsers is the Natu-
ral Ice. Containing 5.9 percent more 
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Finals are just around the cor-
ner and then we will be free for an 
entire month. No, we will be free 
until a few days after the New Year, 
when the holiday spirit will official-
ly be slaughtered pending the release of final grades. 
Some students might smile at all the hours they sac-
rificed to earn that extra plus next to their grade. For 
others, they will cringe at the grade whose test was lost 
in the fuzzy, dehydrating and extremely taxing four days 
of Reading Period. 
If students scrutinize over their grade-point-averages 
they might notice something seemingly odd with our 
system. We have these tiny discretionary marks called 
the "plus" and the "minus" that could essentially affect 
our overall GPA. 
At first glance, this system may seem ridiculous. John 
Finney, the Associate Dean and University Registrar, be-
lieves that, theoretically, the UPS grading system could 
have a negative impact on a student's GPA. However, in 
practical use, our grading system has a relatively small 
impact on GPA's, unless you are a special case. 
Finney traced the origins ; to the Vietnam War and the 
never-ending pursuit of vvicusito dpflge the draft. The de-
sire for students to avoid dropping or flunking out of 
school was intense and the professors' carried the bur-
den of having to report such marks. During the late 60's 
and early 70's, there was a major grade inflation trend 
and professors gave more A's and B's than ever before. 
This was also a time when an "A" meant "unusual 
excellence," and "B" meant "superior," earning you a 
cumulative GPA of "unusually superior." How does one 
report that on a resume? How does that even begin to 
evaluate a students potential? 
After the war, in the mid 70's, the UPS faculty noticed 
that their range of useful grades was compressed and 
they wanted to create additional distinctions and more 
options to evaluate a student's work. Thus, in the spring 
of 1977, we adopted the plus/minus grading system and 
actual grade points to match the letter values. 
An A is worth 4.0 points, an A- is 3.67 points, a B+ 
is 3.33, a B is 3.00, a B- is 2.67 and on to an F. There 
are three things you may notice in that list. One: no A+ 
exists. Two: each grade varies by about one third of a 
grade point, so an A is not really an A. Three: no F+ ex-
ists either. 
This means that if you are primarily an A or A- stu-
dent, the system is hurting you because there is no A+ 
to balance the numbers. And, if you should be receiving 
A+'s, you are not because the faculty considered your 
existence illogical and did not want a graduate with a 
GPA over a 4.0. 
If you are a passing student, you don't need to worry 
about the similar balance problem with not having an 
F+. If, however, you are getting F's, then the pluses and 
minuses are the least of your worries. In terms of "A's" 
not being "A's" and so on, Finney tells us to look at the 
Evaluating our grading system 
By Whitney Mackman 
wmackman@ups.edu 
  
Opinions Editor 
metrics. 
I believe The Logger prohibits me from looking at 
other people's grades, so I have to use myself as an ex-
ample. I first noticed our shady system second semester 
freshman year when I scored myself three A's and one 
B, giving me a GPA of (drumroll please) 3.59. What? Oh • 
yeah, two of those A's had minuses attached 
to them and if I look at those metrics on a normal scale 
that would have been a 3.75. The following semester, I 
received two A's and two B's, giving me a grand total of 
3.58, which on a normal scale would have been a 3.5. 
Here, having two plusses next to the B's and only one 
minus on an A positively affected my GPA. I still don't 
like how it works: essentially I got three A's and one B 
for a 3.59 and two A's and two B's for a 3.58. So all of 
you that will avoid reading period keg, I mean book, 
stands — what are you working that hard for? .01 of a 
grade point? Oh hell, pass me a beer. 
In other words, by the semester it has a significant im-
pact, but overall it is trivial. As the semesters pile up, I 
am dividing more and more total units into my cumula-
tive grade points, causing little to no difference to ma-
terialize. By the time I graduate, my GPA will be di-
vided by 32 courses, not counting any pass/fail classes. 
However, I am not lucky enough in that my pluses and 
minuses do not cancel each other out. I have 7 minuses 
and 5 pluses so far throughout my college career, leav-
ing me with two minuses affecting my GPA. If these 
remain constant by the time I graduate, those minuses 
will have a .6733 point negative impact on my grade, 
giving me a 3.62 when, without the plus/minus system, 
I would have a 3.64. 
Nothing much to complain about? In the long run, 
maybe, but right now, as I am applying and compet-
ing for internships, I am reporting a 3.62 GPA, which 
should, in fact, be a 3.7 (3.65 with rounding error). Our 
GPA's matter all the time, and the insignificant effect at 
graduation doesn't help the significant effect now. Now 
is when I am applying for whatever it is that I want to 
do with my life. 
This further supports the argument that with this sys-
tem, there is no reward for the top students, because they 
are only receiving A's and A-'s. At what point do you 
just shoot for the B+ and take a night off, because it's 
only a .02 difference anyway? • 
Basically, it's all case-by-case and truly dependent 
upon how many pluses and minuses you have. However, 
in the fall of 1977, the last semester without the plus/ 
minus system, only 35% of the grades given were A's. 
In the fall of 2004, 43% of all grades were either A's or 
A-'s. In 1977, the average grade awarded for all depart-
ments was a 3.01, and in fall of 2004, the average grade 
awarded was a 3.19. 
Is it detrimental or helpful? Is it a more efficient way 
of evaluating a student's work or a petty example of 
the quest for unattainable perfection? You can decide 
when I decide — at graduation. At graduation you will 
know whether or not your own school's grading system 
screwed you out of that law school spot at the real Har-
vard. 
Whitney Mackman says, "Hey teachers, leave them kids 
alone. 
• 
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EDITOR 
Dear Editor. 
So the school signed a declaration to work and 
implement policies towards a sustainable future. 
This is a noble and necessary agenda not just for 
UPS but for all cities. towns and governments 
around the world if we humans wish to keep living 
in the way that we seem to enjoy living. 
Today one American adult in one year consumes 
the same amount of energy as 7 Mexicans, 55 In-
dians, 168 Tanzanians, and 900 Nepalis (Arturo 
Escobar in the book Encountering Development). 
The number one way in my mind to increase sus-
tainability at UPS and in the world is to decrease 
consumption of all kinds especially in the northern 
nations. 
We as supposedly -developed" nations produce 
and consume more than anyone else in the world. 
We are consuming the world and it is unsustain-
able. And to be honest, handing out mugs with 
catchy slogans on them may make us feel better 
about ourselves from day to day but really is a mi-
nuscule action. 
In fact the plastic that these cups are made out 
of, number seven plastic is uniquely non-recycla-
ble. A couple of things that I have noticed in my 
daily life at UPS that would cut waste consider-
ably are: 
I . Not incessantly watering the grass ... we get 
a lot of rain here and too many times I have seen 
sprinklers going when it has been raining. Fur-
thermore the reason our grass is so sopping and 
unpleasant all year round is because it is a foreign 
species of grass and not local. The local grasses 
naturally are more water absorbent but, (sniff) 
aren't as green. Maybe we should consider a more 
local environmentally natural diversity of flora to 
play in on campus. 
Converting all possible university vehicles 
to bio-diesel and only buying hybrid or bio-diesel 
capable cars from this day forth. 
Using recycled paper in the printers all over 
campus and for all flyers and posters. 
Installing all bathrooms with blow dryers 
for your hands thus eliminating all paper towel 
waste. 
Starting a bike library (courtesy of ASUPS) 
that allows students to check out bikes free of 
charge for a specific time period (with a deposit) 
so they don't use their cars as much. 
These arc just a few things that 1 have noticed 
and I know there are millions more but it's just a 
start to spark some awareness. On a concluding 
note, let's all consider and question our own con-
sumption habits that we seem to be so hooked and 
dependant on. 
Is there anything in your day or week or over all 
in your life that you could cut out or live without 
in order to consume less? Do we really (including 
me) need all that stuff that we have? It's some-
thing I think we all need to think on and do be-
cause to be honest, there's just not enough stuff to 
go around. Nothing can change that simple fact. 
Not free trade, not the WTO, not the UN, not so-
cialists or capitalists or UPS or you or me. There's 
simply not enough to go around if everyone wants 
what me and you have in the northern world. 
So lets all please try and needing less so some-
one might have just a fraction of what you enjoy 
materially everyday. 
Sincerely 
Robin Wolthausen 
An Enthused Wannabe Simpleton 
Snow! Finals 41P
Hockey 
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Breaking up and making up 
An insider 's scoop on the latest breaking development with Nick Lachey and Jessica 
Simpson. Russell spills on the impact that star separations have on the concerned public 
ginning to end? (Which coincidentally lasted only as 
long as their reality show.) Have we not shared in their 
triumphs and been remorseful at their defeats? Of 
course we have. 
Or at least 13% (4 million) of the American peo-
ple did, which is good enough. America has a claim 
on that couple, a claim that can't be waived away with 
mumbled grumbling about separation. Jessica and Nick 
must stay together for the public's entertainment until 
they are officially released by the public. 
At the very least, we deserve a messy and drawn-out 
break-up with plenty of invectives and abuse hurled by 
both sides. So far, there has been no emotion whatso-
ever, which demonstrates a complete lack of showman-
ship. 
The National Enquirer (a paragon of serious journal-
ism) reported the couple as saying they still have "an 
enormous amount of respect and admiration for each 
other." How boring. With a break-up announcement 
like that, I wonder how they were able to entertain the 
public for any length of time at all. 
Obviously these two can't be de-
pended on to lead interesting lives 
without the direction of the media. 
They'reiSnk amateurs, and their lack 
of talent is showing. Perhaps they 
should look to true professionals, like 
Brad and Jen. 
Now there was a break-up worth 
talking about, one the public could 
properly enjoy. Bitter accusations, 
nasty rumors, sexy mistresses, hurt 
feelings — Brad and Jen had it all, 
and showed everyone why they are 
at the top of their game — in fact, I 
wouldn't be surprised if the media got them back to-
gether just so they could break up all over again. 
Jessica and Nick, by contrast, are out of their league. 
Their lack of concern over how the American public 
will respond to such a lackluster break-up is alarm-
ing—it suggests that they're not even listening to their 
publicist, and might even be ignoring their scripted 
prompts. 
What will come next, celebrities just running around 
willy-nilly, selfishly and rather boringly, acting on 
their own feelings? I hope not, because when that day 
comes, it will be the end of America as we know it. 
We should do whatever it takes — pass laws, picket 
studios, overturn cars — to keep Nick and Jessica to-
gether until they can "separate" with some dignity, pa-
nache and through-the-roof-ratings. Because celebri-
ties are made to entertain the public, not to have private 
CONT. FROM PAGE 5 
Now, however, it appears that 
Jessica & Nick's marriage is 
coming to an end; after months 
of rumors the couple officially 
announced their separation 
the day before Thanksgiving. 
And you thought your family's 
Thanksgiving was sh**ty. 
For all journalists, there comes a 
time when they must roll back their 
shirtsleeves, crack their knuckles and attempt to iden-
tify everything that is wrong with America and how it 
can be fixed. The failure of that attempt (it can only 
end in failure) is quickly followed by an overwhelming 
feeling of utter despair that can only be cured by a 48 
hour bender. 
That is not the purpose of my article. 
Instead I will focus on one aspect of America — a 
part of our culture that is quickly disintegrating without 
any sign of stopping; something that is at the same time 
so horrifying and fascinating it almost defies descrip-
tion, and yet strikes deeply within our 
national consciousness. 
I am, of course, referring to the 
recent rumors of trouble between 
Jessica Simpson and Nick Nobody-
knows-what-his-last-name-is. 
For years this couple has lived the 
American dream: their personal lives 
have been ruthlessly invaded by the 
media in the sole interest of money 
and fame. 
For three seasons their marriage 
and daily living was the subject of 
a wildly popular reality show — a 
show which not only catapulted the 
couple into super-stardom but provided endless com-
fort to the American public by relentlessly proving that 
no matter how perfect Jessica Simpson looks or how 
much money she has, she is undoubtedly dumber than 
almost everybody else. 
This is the person who honestly thought that Buffalo 
wings were made out of buffalo. (I must admit that 
I too have been confused over names — for years I 
wouldn't eat peanut butter for what I thought were ob-
vious reasons.) 
Now, however, it appears that Jessica and Nick's 
marriage is coming to an end. After months of rumors, 
the couple officially announced their separation the day 
before Thanksgiving. And you thought your family's 
Thanksgiving was sh**ty. 
This separation is obviously painful and unfortunate 
for both Nick and Jessica, but I would suggest there 
is third party who is affected by this break-up to a far emotions. 
greater extent than either Nick or Jessica. I refer, of 	 • Russell hopes that this article will get the attention of Us 
course, to the American public. 	 Weekly and that Jessica Simpson might just take him out. 
Have we not watched their entire marriage from be- 
Beer 	  
By Russell Howe 
rhowe@ups.edu  
Opinions Writer 
alcohol than Natural Light, it'll kick 
your butt while putting you on the 
floor. 
A more natural choice is the Natu-
ral Light, which sells for quite cheap 
and many people insist has the effer-
vescent taste of water. It does not. It 
tastes of mule piss (to explain how 
I know the taste of mule piss would 
require another article and three trips 
to a child psychologist, and The Trail 
just does not have that kind of money 
sitting around). 
But Natty Light is quite light (im-
agine that), allowing for large quan-
tities to be consumed very quickly 
(it's a lot like midget porn in that 
way) as it goes down easy and most 
of the time tends to stay there. 
For my research subjects, this has 
grown to be the beer of choice as it 
is easy to consume. The major prob-
lem with the Natty is that it is made 
from such low quality products that 
it gives the drinker a vicious hango-
ver that feels like jumping out of air-
plane onto a nail. 
The subjects of my study often 
delve into a discussion as to whether 
Natural Light or Milwaukee's Best is 
the better beer for effectively reach- 
ing a quick and satisfying drunk. 
Through my extensive and delib-
erate taste tests (all conducted in a 
three hour period) I have come to the 
essential conclusion that the beast is 
in fact that. The Beast is raunchy, not 
the good form of raunchy you hear 
about from your older brother's hot 
ex-girlfriend, but that nasty form you 
hear about from your weird buddy 
who works on an oil rig in Alaska. 
Taking a step up from the Natty 
(has anyone ever found the Natural, 
just the straight natural, with no light 
connected? I'm pretty sure it doesn't 
exist), we must consider Pabst Blue 
Ribbon (PBR) and Coors Light. 
The great thing about these two 
beers is that they can actually be con-
sumed as beer, not as speed liquids to 
be dumped down the throat. Through 
my elaborate chemical studies of the 
PBR, I've discovered that it is not in 
fact beer, but water with yellow food 
coloring and rubbing alcohol adding. 
This explains why the plants outside 
frat houses grow so well (though 
crooked) because they get extraordi-
nary amounts of water compared to 
other campus shrubbery. 
Some of you out there are wonder- 
ing "what about the Busch?" I also 
wonder about the Busch, and then I 
remember, its not even worth con-
templating. 
Busch beer may have the greatest 
sound to it. If you have ever been 
the first to open a can from a case of 
Busch, you know its a great, echoing 
sound that reverberates throughout 
miniscule dorm rooms. 
You immediately contemplate 
riding horses up steep slopes in the 
Rockies, with snow falling about 
your sides. And then you taste the 
beer, and remember you are a dis-
gusting college student who actually 
drinks sewer water for fun. 
Through this extensive research 
and insightful observations I have 
come to appreciate the fine pints that 
binge drinking can provide to a col-
lege campus. 
I also have grown to realize that the 
best way to spend a drinking night is 
with a case of red from fine area mi-
crobrew and maybe, just a maybe a 
game or two of Natty Light induced 
beer pong. 
Matt Stevens has a huge crush on one 
of The Trail editors and wants to get 
to it. 
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Busting Bush 
By Emily Knudsen 
eknudsen@ups.edu  
Opinions Writer 
Reviewing all of the wrong de-
cisions that Bush has made in his 
years as president brought me to 
the conclusion that there are just 
too many. There is even a web-
site that lists Bush's blunders, called "525 Reasons to 
Dump Bush". 
However, I cannot bring myself to re—tell the Bush 
horror stories anymore, because it's just too tiring and 
frustrating. So I would like to highlight some of the 
positive outcomes of Bush's presidency instead. 
First and foremost, I would like to thank Bush for 
instilling some fear in the American population. Pre-
viously, U.S. citizens were often unaware of current 
events and were overwhelmingly apathetic toward 
politics. 
Not all, but some Americans, have moved to reform 
their erroneous ways when they noticed how much 
damage one president can cause. Next election, it 
seems likely that more people will vote, as voter turn-
out has increased about four percentage points since 
1996, according to www.uselectionatlas.org . 
Moreover, Bush's outrageous shenanigans have even 
inspired people to get into the field of politics. I, for 
one, had my interest piqued when Bush assumed office 
and I have since dedicated myself to stay informed on 
current issues. 
I have even volunteered my time to help Bush's op-
position, which I would not be inclined to do if his ac-
tions were not so egregious. 
This extra attention to our political affairs does not 
end at our borders. Millions worldwide have taken no-
tice of our actions and our consequent increase in po-
litical polarity and out-of-control debt, which has now 
surpassed $8 trillion. 
Bush should be commended for his great sacrifice 
— the welfare of the United States — for the sake of 
other nations' education. Governments can look at us 
as an example of how not to be a hegemon. 
Secondly, the polarization of the country's politics 
is unmistakable. Most recently, however, those on the 
fence are being pushed by Bush's radical policies to 
the right side. And by the "right" side, I mean the cor-
rect, better side — the Left. 
Iraq war hawk, Representative John Murtha, has re-
cently distinguished himself from those backing the 
war, declaring that it is time for troops to return home. 
This, along with decisions such as the failed nomina-
tion of Harriet Miers for the Supreme Court, illustrates 
that Bush and his top officials have successfully alien-
ated members from their own party, making it easier 
for the Left to be heard. Furthermore, though it took 
years, the Democratic Party is finally finding a cohe-
sive voice. 
No longer are they sitting in a corner mumbling pro-
fanities under their breath. They are lashing out against 
Bush's unfair and often illogical proposals. 
Finally, another altruistic move that Bush took was 
putting America on the wrong track in order to create 
the opportunity for another country to take our super-
power status. 
By expanding our deficit, increasing governmental 
disapproval and distrust, and committing our troops to 
a hopeless war effort, our nation has been significant-
ly weakened. Other countries may now take the les-
sons learned from our mistakes. As a result of Bush's 
doomed policies, our country will soon collapse, open-
ing the door for other countries to quickly accumulate 
political power and rob us of our hegemon status. 
We can't forget to acknowledge President Bush's 
personal downfall, too. 55 percent of respondents to 
the most recent Gallup Poll state that the Bush admin-
istration has been a failure. 
He has set the standards so low that anyone follow-
ing his footsteps will be grateful for making their reign 
as president a guaranteed relative success. 
So I apologize for all of my previous rants directed 
at our current administration. I did not realize their true 
agenda. Now that I see that the administration is mov-
ing towards a good cause, I will fully support their de-
cision to destroy themselves and their party. 
Emily Knudsen believes that the Bush administration is 
possibly one of the best that the country has ever seen. In 
fact, she prays every night that Bush could be president for 
the rest of her life. 
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Swingin' in style 'IL 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/JESS WILKERSON 
Dancers swing their way through the annual UPS 
event "Mistletoast" on Dec. 2. The event featured a 
live swing band that played favorite big band tunes. 
These students enjoyed themselves immensely, as 
they showed off their fancy feet (and steps too). 
• 
This year's 
"So far from 
LAD 	 LeCO 	 Ct.] 
GROGGEL 
Crosscurrents theme is 
f Robots. 
"Definitely 
being able to 
sleep in." 
"Relaxation, 
rejuvenation, 
reintoxication." 
CAMPUS BUBBLE 
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Crosscurrents releases book 
By Mira Copeland 
mcopeland@ups.edu 
 
News Copy Editor 
On Dec. 6, the fall 2005 issue of 
Crosscurrents, the University of 
Puget Sound's literary magazine, 
debuted, containing fiction, poetry 
and art by members of the UPS 
campus community. 
The release party on Dec. 6 was 
the culmination of a semester's 
worth of work by contributors and 
the 30-odd students on the Cross-
currents staff, led by Editor in Chief, 
junior Evan Tucker. 
This issue continues the long 
tradition of the ASUPS-sponsored 
publication of providing a forum  
in which UPS students, faculty and 
staff can have their work published. 
At the release party in the Rotun-
da, Tucker welcomed the attentive 
audience and initiated the sharing 
of some of the published works by 
reading his poem from which the 
publication took its title, "So Far 
From Robots." 
Junior Mary Smiley, a veteran 
Crosscurrents contributor, freshman 
Larissa Keeler and others also read 
aloud. 
"A lot of the time you can't take 
your writing home, to share it with 
your family because it's too person-
al, but the small campus community 
is a great way to share it in a safe 
environment," Smiley said. 
Tucker, who applied and got the 
job of Editor in Chief through AS-
UPS (which also funds the publica-
tion), wanted to take a slightly dif-
ferent approach in running things, 
having seen the way previous edi-
tors steered the magazine in years 
past. 
One of his goals was to make the 
magazine smaller, and it is, both in 
the selectivity of submissions and 
in physical size. 
More than 180 submissions were 
received, and of those 53 were se-
lected. 
The unusually high number of 
submissions, according to Tucker, 
was welcomed because it allowed 
the submissions staff, who rate the 
various pictures, poems and short 
stories, to be more selective, cre-
ating a publication that is stronger 
overall than it might have been in 
previous issues. 
This year Tucker and his staff 
also decided to distribute the books 
differently than in previous years. 
Rather than having a table in the 
SUB, cardboard distribution box-
es, akin to the newspaper stands in 
Wheelock, will be placed in various 
locations around campus. 
"This way, people will have more 
convenient access — they won't 
have to go out of their way to pick 
up a copy," Kristin Hiefield, a senior 
appointed by Tucker to take charge 
of promotion, said. 
Hiefield is one of the four edi-
tors chosen by Tucker to facilitate 
various aspects of the publication. 
Allison Ause, submissions, Kara 
Becker, copy editing, and Maggie 
Tomberlin, layout, are the other 
three. Each editor was assisted by a 
team of student volunteers. 
For many of the contributors, this 
publication is the first time they've 
seen their work on anything but 8.5 
by 11 paper. 
Keeler is one of those. After sub-
mitting poems written in her in-
troduction to poetry class, she was 
pleasantly surprised to find two of 
them in the pages of Crosscurrents. 
Conkrikutors, are judged only on 
merit, regardless of class standing 
or major. The only requirement is 
that they be students, staff or faculty 
at the University. 
Next semester, Tucker plans to 
add a CD of spoken word to the 
publication in an effort to increase 
submissions and student interest in 
the publication. 
Students can get involved with 
Crosscurrents by registering for the 
class next semester for an activity 
credit, by simply volunteering their 
time or by submitting their work 
for consideration in next semester's 
publication. 
Mira Copeland loves horseback rid-
ing and plans to pursue space travel. 
Plan ahead for finals to avoid stress of last minute studying 
• 
Helpful tips on stud- 
ying for, 
 finals week 
this year 
By Linh Hoang 
lhoang@ups.edu  
Campus Bubble Writer 
The early snowfall last week might have 
come as a distraction for UPS students 
who were trying to study for finals, but 
concentration and determination is what 
is needed to survive the one last week of 
school. 
The first thing that must be avoided is 
the tendency for procrastination. Whether 
you have four final exams or only one, 
there is no good reason to wait until the 
night before the exam to study. 
Cramming in a semester's worth of 
information in one night will make you 
stressed out, making you feel overworked, 
ultimately leading to inefficient results. 
Also, putting things off makes it so you 
might not have enough time to review 
everything you need to. 
It is best to start studying for a final 
about two or three days before the exam. 
The amount of time it actually takes you  
to review might be the same as if you only 
study the night before the exam, but the 
efficiency is much higher. 
Without feeling stressful and rushed, 
you will be able to better organize the ma-
terials, and you can spend time on the ar-
eas you do not yet fully comprehend. 
On the night before the final, you can 
briefly review the material, or you don't 
have to look at it at all. Believe it or not, 
all of the things you have studied over the 
last couple of nights have already been 
engrained in your brain. 
The key is to make sure that when you 
study, you truly understand the subject 
material. Don't just memorize things. 
This helps you feel confident in tests and 
exams, getting rid of a big part of the 
nervousness and stress you often feel on 
exam day. 
To be able to thoroughly understand, 
take advantage of the available resources, 
such as your professors, tutors, friends, li-
brarians etc. 
It is also helpful to rewrite your notes 
and redo the problems. You might think 
that you understand it all, but practice 
makes habit and the more familiar you are 
with the materials, the quicker the solu-
tion comes to you. 
As far as the time of day to study is con-
cerned, the usual advice is to study during  
the day. But the fact is that each person 
has a different style of studying, and many 
do much better studying at night. 
If you feel like studying in the middle of 
the night, it's okay as long as you will be 
efficient and also have the chance to get 
enough sleep afterward. 
Also, there is no point in pushing your-
self. If you are tired and find yourself 
reading the same paragraph for the ump-
teenth time, then it's time to take a break 
and maybe a nap. 
If you continue, you won't get anything 
done and will only make yourself more 
miserable. 
If instead of taking a final exam, you 
have a paper, and you don't know where 
to start, the common suggestion is to cre-
ate an outline. 
However, an outline may be a useful 
thing for a lot of students, but for many, 
trying to sketch out the outline only slows 
down your writing process. 
If you don't know what to write about, 
don't just sit there and stare at your com-
puter screen, thinking "I don't know what 
to write." 
Go through the materials again and 
search in the library or on the Internet for 
articles related to the your subject mat-
ter to get a feel for your topic. Then once 
you feel comfortable with your topic, start  
putting pen to the paper. 
Write down whatever thoughts that oc-
cur in your head in note form. Once you 
have had a substantial amount of notes, 
you will have a fair idea of what your 
thoughts on the subject are, which makes 
it much easier to decide on a topic and 
start your essay. 
When you don't know how to do a math 
problem, go back to your text books and 
consult the examples. Many students of-
ten fail to recognize that the textbook is a 
very useful resource. 
It is important to be able to pin down 
what exactly the problem is asking for and 
try to find similar examples. Again, the 
key is to understand. 
Get engaged while studying and always 
keep a positive attitude. Trying to study 
while thinking "What the hell do I have 
to know this for?" is definitely not the a 
good attitude. 
If you can make studying a habit and 
something you can do subconsciously, 
you will be more psychologically ready 
when the time comes to study. 
Overall, time management, organiza-
tion, fighting procrastination and fighting 
distraction will help you do justice to all 
the efforts you have put in throughout the 
semester. 
Ling Hoang has already begun to study. 
• 
• 
NEED A RIDE TO THE AIRPORT? 
END-OF-SEMESTER SEA-TAC 
AIRPORT SHUTTLE 
SERVICE 
DECEMBER 16 & 17 
TICKETS ARE ONLY $8.00 AND 
WILL BE AVAILABLE 
AT THE INFO CENTER 
STARTING NOVEMBER 28 
SEATS ARE LIMITED SO HURRY! 
SPONSORED BY: 
DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 
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Hooray! 
The Library will be 
open 24 hours 
starting on 
Sunday Dec. 11 
Reading Period 
Relax, study and drink a lot of 
"fluids" while preparing for finals 
p.s. look for free coffee in the library basement 
Winter Break Begins 
Dec. 17 
Have a safe and healthy 
break! 
Want to write for the 
The Trail 
next semester? 
Look for applications 
next spring to become a 
member of 
The Trail staff! 
We're hiring for the fol- 
lowing positions: 
Features Content Editor 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Writers 
e-mail trail@ups.edu if interested 
At Kittredge This Weekend: 
Art Students and Graduating 
Senior Exhibits 
HOURS: F: 10 A.M.-5 P.M. S: NOON-5 P.M. 
Got an event you'd like to 
publicize? 
E-mail The Trail at trailbubble@ups.edu 
 
UPS HIGHLIGHTS 
• 
• 
41 
• 
• 
4 
• 
EVENTS CALENDAR 
TACOMA SEATTLE  
FRIDAY DEC. 9 
8 p.m. on Fridays and Satur-
days Dec. 9 through Dec. 18 
Radio City presents "A Christmas 
Carol" at the Tacoma Musical 
Playhouse 
SATURDAY DEC. 10 
10 a.m. South Sound Classic 
Basketball Invitational at the 
Tacoma Dome 
1 & 5 p.m. Tacoma City Ballet 
presents the Nutcracker at Pan-
tages Theatre 
SUNDAY DEC. ii 
11 a.m. Sacagawea and the Lewis 
and Clark Expedition: American 
Indian Perspectives exhibit at the 
Washington State History Museum 
FRIDAY DEC. 16 
12:30 p.m. MegaLiquidation sale 
at the Tacoma Dome for bargain-
hunting Christmas shoppers 
7:30 p.m. Tacoma Symphony 
Chorus presents Handel's "Mes-
siah" at First United Methodist 
Church 
FRIDAY DEC. 9 
8 p.m. Mamma Mia at the Paramount Theatre 
SATURDAY DEC. 10 
1 p.m. Gonzaga Bulldogs men's basketball vs. Oklahoma State 
Cowboys at Key Arena 
2 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. The Nutcracker at McCaw Hall 
5 p.m. 107.7 The End's Young & The Restless Presents Cake 
Records Night at Hell's Kitchen featuring Mon Frere, Standing 
Room Only, Weather and Shimmer 
SUNDAY DEC. 11 
1:05 p.m. division leading Seattle Seahawks vs. San Francisco 
49ers at Qwest Field 
TUESDAY DEC. 13 
7 p.m. Seattle Sonics vs. Golden State Warriors at Key Arena 
WEDNESDAY DEC. 14 
7:15 p.m. Mamma Mia at the Paramount Theatre 
FRIDAY DEC. 16 
7:30 p.m. The Mountain's Winter Warmth Concert featuring Su-
san Tedeschi and Brandi Carlile at the Moore Theatre. 
SATURDAY DEC. 17 
8 p.m. Ratdog at the Showbox Theater. PHOTO COURTESY OF GOGGLE IMAGES 
The Tacoma Dome has hosted concerts including the infamous Up in Smoke Tour. 
STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK 
"A Christmas Carol at the Tacoma 
Musical Playhouse on Dec. 10 at 5 p.m." 
—Lipika Choudhury, Managing Editor 
"Ratdog is performing at the Showbox 
Theatre on Dec. 17 at 8 p.m." 
—Drew Gemmer, A&E Editor 
"Gonzaga basketball vs. Oklahoma St. 
at Key Arena on Dec. 10 at 1 p.m." 
—Sam Hardy, Features Editor 
FEATURES 
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Originally Printed: April 25, 1991 
Puget Sound 1991: A Warning to Future Students 
As I paged through old editions of the Trail, 
searching for an article that was absurd enough 
to warrant publishing as a retrospective on 
exactly how far the university has come in the 
last few decades (I finally settled on the article welcom-
ing former Vice-President Richard M. Nixon to campus for a 
discussion of financing problems at small, white, elitist private 
universities), I was struck by the inescapable notion that The 
Trail, not unlike other publications, is printed only slightly 
more for the benefit and edification of the present-day popula-
tion than for the ridicule and amusement of those who come 
after us. 
It is in this spirit that I submit for 
consideration the following synopsis of 
exactly what life at the University of Puget 
Sound was like during the 1990-1991 
school year. My only real hope in this 
article is that, should some unsuspecting editor come upon it 
decades from now as she flips through the leather-bound edi-
tions of the trail in search of some ridiculous column to print 
in an April-fool's issue, she not regard the articles as nearly 
as arcane and preposterously outdated as some of the brilliant 
treatises I encountered on my travels through the archives of 
The Trail, such as the early 1960s headline, "Football Cheer-
leaders Get New Uniforms: Hip, Hip, Hooray!" or "Phi Delt 
To Play Lil' Abner." 
I am sure that all sorts of fun, controversial and excit-
ing things happened at UPS during this last school year, but I 
apparently missed them. The two key issues that precipitated 
student outrage and voice were (1) the stale, warmed-over 
discussion of which section of the student body was/is lower 
on the evolutionary scale — Greeks or independents, and (2) 
whether or not people who played Dungeons & Dragons in 
their 23 spare minutes per week were in fact devil-worshipping 
fanatics who would call in bomb threats to Howarth Hall. 
Of course, this is not to say that nothing happened on 
the national scene. Capitol Hill was alive with the buzz of 
budgetary conflict and the question of exactly how much the 
national debt would go up this year. In a sweeping move, 
the Democrats and Republicans agreed to work together and 
abandon partisan politics until the budget deadline had passed. 
This broke down, however, as both parties refused to abide 
by the rules because the other one wasn't playing fair. Tell-
ing American partisan politics to grind to a halt is like telling 
British soccer fans to shut up and drink their tea quietly. That 
is, it's cute and fuzzy and idealistic to say, but hey — stupidity 
and mayhem is more fun! UPS students took a firm, decisive 
neutral stance. Far be it from Puget Sound to 
upset the balance of national politics. 
Oh, yes. I seem to recall something about a 
war. The key issue the Persian Gulf War seemed 
to raise was that of whether it was unpatriotic to 
not "Support the Troops." The end result of this 
was that the protesters who stood in the middle of Interstate 5 
in Seattle had cute little yellow ribbons attached to their plac-
ards that read "No Blood For Oil!" and "Impeach Bush." The 
United States put the nightmare of Vietnam behind it, proving 
once and for all that we could pound the crap out of a Third 
World country that had taken it upon itself to make its army an 
international nuisance and not have to stay there for a decade 
wondering why. When asked if they supported or opposed the 
Persian Gulf War, UPS students answered with a resounding 
"YES!" 
Tuition went up. Naturally, the Puget Sound community 
was outraged at this unprecedented and surprising move by 
the normally benevolent administration. Fortunately, it did 
not give rise to riots, and everyone eventually got over it. The 
graduation speaker was chosen, one J.R. Simplot. Some ob- 
jected to the selection of a millionaire potato mogul as the man 
who would send forth the class of '91 with his sage wisdom, 
but both of these individuals, it was later found, had voted 
for Sparky the campus mutt in the Senate elections and were 
Originally Printed: Sept. 8, 1988 
therefore disqualified from the selection process. The adtnik 
istration's first choice, Debbie Gibson, was unavailable duel 
scheduling difficulties. 
Finally, some predictions for UPS's future: 
The Phillip M. Phibbs Memorial Performing Arts Center 
and Deli-Disco will begin construction about the time I pay o 
my Guaranteed Student Loan, or around 2026. 
Due to SAT scores, Puget Sound will become the "Lit 
Harvard of the West." Unfortunately, by this time, snobby 
Eastern liberal pseudo-intellectuals will be out of style, and 
Harvard will be known as "The Little Tacoma Community 
College of the East." 
The core requirements will have grown as fast as the ivy 
on Jones Hall, and so majors will be outdated. Only Ph.Ds 
will be allowed to manage Target. 
The Greek System at Puget Sound will not have grown 
or declined. Greeks and independents of the future will be 
able to utilize The Trail to bash each other for at least another 
50 years, at which time The Trail will change its name. 
Tuition will have increased at a rate of approximately 
11% annually. In the year 2031, tuition will be roughly 
$68,000 per year. Professors will probably not be paid any 
ferently. The remainder of the money will go to lawn mainte-
nance, as the greenhouse effect will have made the climate in 
Tacoma like current day El Salvador. 
Plant Department will run the SUB. The food will not 
have changed substantially. 
Hilltop will grow to encompass UPS. Both a Crip an 
Blood will be on the Board of Trustees. They will consiste 
vote with the University President. 
The Trail will be known as a "Conservative Rag." 
Lastly, the Alma Mater will officially be sung to the tun 
of "Gilligan's Island." "All hail, all hail the green and gold, the 
best that can be found." 
Marc C. Joh" 
The T rail 
TIME W ARP 
Alcohol in the SUB? Can it be true? 
Well apparently so, at least on a trial basis. ASUPS and the  
Cellar have announced plans to host what is essentially a beer L.
cn 
.J 
garden in the Rendezvous room on Sept. 24, before, during -6 
ASUPS Vice-President Darcie 
Julum says she'd like to "pro- S 
mote a faculty-student mixer," 8 
and "bringing the off-campus 8 
0 
new residency policies. 
Now, on the surface this doesn't seem like a bad idea. Most 
major universities have pubs on their campuses, just some-
where students can relax with a few drinks if they so choose. 
A noble enough effort, but the road to hell is paved with good 
intentions. The reasoning behind providing alcohol on "spe-
cial occasions" to Puget sound students has proven to be rather 
sketchy. 
The essential questions to ask here are: 
Should alcohol be a lure for ASUPS activities? 
Is it necessary to provide this lure to get students and 
faculty to come to ASUPS activities and why? 
Is it realistic to think that faculty will really flock to the 
SUB on a weekend night to fellowship with students at a spe-
cial-occasion pub before a dance? 	 • 
Will upperclassmen and•freshmen really have the chance 
to get to know one another if those 21 and older are confined 
in the Rendezvous room swilling beer? 
By sponsoring a "special event" is ASUPS encouraging 
older students to come and drink on campus and then drive 
home, which is likely to be some distance away? 
After asking these questions, one has to question the fore- 
sight of ASUPS in sponsoring such an event. But hindsight is 
20-20, and maybe this will not become policy after the 24th. 
Op-Ed Piece by The Trail sta.) 
and after a concert and dance to be held in the Great Hall. 
Cellar manager Chris Chapman says that the event should 
"act as an excellent magnet for upperclassmen and faculty." 
The Trail 
TIME WARP 
and the upperclass students 
back on campus." Apparently an underlying goal is to unite 
freshmen and upperclassmen who have been so divided by 
December 9, 2005 
	
The Trail 
Strolling through the annals of UPS print, 
one will find cogent commentary. culturally misogynist rhetoric 
find precedent•choitenTn9 ovectior5 
 
The way to make final examinations easy is 
to begin "early and avoid the rush" by learn-
ing perfectly the lesson assigned, the second 
likewise, and to continue in this way through-
out the whole term. In college a student is 
observed, weighed, measured and indelibly 
labeled. That is, the reputation one acquires 
in college will cling to him through all his 
after life. If he is careless or indolent there, no 
amount of diligence or industry after he leaves 
school will ever make his classmates think of 
him as being other than the worthless kind of 
fellow they used to know. On the other hand, 
a name for doing faithful work at lessons will 
live in the memory of his associates and will 
form the foundation for the confi 
in future years. 
I 
I 
- - 
From he Trait january, 1962 
Sam Lassiter, student body vice presi-
dent, says that "he intends to cram" for 
finals and disagrees with Pat Danforth that 
they are merely a contest to retain materia l  
in a short amount of time. Lassiter tries to 
anticipate questions and outline answer 
which might possibly be on the exam. He 
thinks that going to the movies is the best 
way to release tension when studying and 
attends them quite frequently. He also 
reads novels for pleasure that do not con-
cern the subjects he is studying. 
I / 
President Dwight Eisenhower's visit to CPS 
Thursday drew more than 6,000 people — one 
of the largest crowds in the history of the Field-
house, Fieldhouse Manager Ted Droetboom 
said. The college made the facilities available 
to the committee arranging the president's visit. 
Student groups taking part in the Republican 
rally included Spurs and Knights, who ushered, 
the CPS band, and campus Young Republicans 
who distributed campaign literature. 
Eisenhower prefaced his remarks on e 
tion by citing the undefeated record of CPS' 
football team. To The Trail's knowledge, thi 
year's Loggers are the first team in CPS history 
receive a presidential compliment. 
riMm The Trat , January 1960 
A step forward in the development of 
this school was materialized January 1 
when the college officially became the 
University of Puget Sound. Because the 
change occurred during the Christmas 
5- holidays, no formal ceremonies were held. 
The change in letterheads and brochures 
will be gradual although officially we are 
the University of Puget Sound. Puget 
Sound will be used in all publicity, and the 
President asks that when speaking of the 
school students use its full name. 
The University of Puget Sound was the 
school's original name when founded 
March 17, 1888 by the Puget Sound An-
nual Conference of the Methodist Episco-
pal Church. 
he Trail, May 1977 ve rV IT 
So there are ways to interest minority 
students at UPS. And if the University is 
serious about teaching its students skills 
to be used in the real world, getting those 
different ethnic groups on campus is vital. 
By the year 2000, Caucasian Americans 
will be the minority in America. Every 
possible field offered at UPS will be racially,. 
and ethnically mixed, and every person 
graduating from UPS will need to be able,.
to relate to those people in a healthy 
comfortable mariner. This university has 
got to get serious about diversification 
— not only for the sake of the few minori-
ties here but, as Jeff Wiltse points out, "to 
=broaden the horizons" of the white stu-
dents as well. 
FROM THE TRAIL, MAY 196 9 
The University of Puget Sound will turn Har-
rington Hall into a co-educational dormitory 
next year "to provide a more realistic living 
situation, without emphasis on courtship in 
the man-woman relationship," explained Miss 
Mary Longland, assistant dean of women. 
"This move is part of our philosophy to 
meet student's needs and keep in tune with the 
times," commented Mrs. Curran who noted the 
coed dorm will have about 87 residents. 
Before students can live in the coed dorm, 
they must have permission of the administra-
tion, their parents and their sorority or frater-
nity. In keeping with the coed format, one floor 
will be assigned to men students, the other to 
women. 
a 
FEATURES 
Originally Printed: Nov. 29, 1990 
TRUSTEES ANNOUNCE 
GOALS FOR YEAR 2000 
If the utopia the trustees envision is realized, Puget 
Sound may actually live up to its "Harvard of the West" image 
by the year 2000. According to their Statement of institution-
al Goals for the 1990's, we will accept only 45% percent of 
freshman applicants as opposed to the 70% we accept now. 
MPhe average SAT score will hover around 1200, a hundred 
points higher than it is today. 
Professors will earn more money and students will pay 
more tuition. The campus will have at least two additional 
buildings, and the institution three times as much funding. 
In his November 16 report to the full Faculty Senate, 
mes Dolliver, Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees, ex-
Pained that in order to have a "period of sustained advance-
ment" through the 90's, the trustees call for an accelerated 
fund raising effort. That, together with unavoidable tuition 
increases, will provide money to improve educational quality 
and bolster the university's finan- 
cial strength. 	 The Trail 
"Tuition has gone up by aboutTIM
E WARP 10% every year," said Dolliver. 
"We continue to have tuitions 
lower than those of other schools to which we aspire. The 
increases are needed to attract the faculty, financial aid and 
equipment for an institution of the 90's." 
"Apart from their fundamental goal to steadily improve 
She university, the trustees recommended seven priority areas 
for the spending of money raised in the next ten years. 
A new Humanities Center tops the list, but the university 
has yet to announce a timeline for its construction. 
"It will be built when the money is raised," said Ray 
Bell, Financial Vice President. The building is one of several 
already drawn into the Master Plan, the document outlining. 
Puget Sound's building plans for the next 20 years. It will 
stand where the A-frames are presently located. 
Dolliver explained that the building's eventual construc-
tion will affect the library when some professors who now 
have offices there relocate to the Humanities Center. The 
trustees, according to Dolliver, hope the university will take 
advantage of the additional library space to improve the „m 
"How do you make certain the library stands on the 
threshold of what a library of the 90's will be, a library of the 
21st century?" he said. 
The other six priorities, to which the Board gave no order 
of significance, include the construction of an Arts Center, 
Improved fitness and athletic facilities, increases in faculty 
compensation and student financial aid, and financial growth 
toward an unrestricted endowment and more unrestricted 
expendable funds. 
Dolliver said that the trustees could provide the leader-
ship necessary to achieve the goals they set, but challenged 
the faculty to do their part. 
"The real heart of the institution is the education, and 
that's up to you," he said. 
Jennifer L. Murawski 
PHOTO COURTESY OF HCMAGAZINE.COM  
The suits still fit! The Cherry Poppin Daddies played at Jazzbones 
on Dec. 4 to a luscious crowd of Tacoma locals. 
most loyal fans. On Dec. 4, the 
Cherry Poppin' Daddies added 
themselves to this list and took 
over Tacoma's Jazzbones for the 
night. 
Admittedly, Jazzbones has of-
fered an interesting smattering 
of headliners over the last cou-
ple of months; bringing in artists 
whose careers have long stalled 
but whose names still have a 
draw (Christopher Cross, the Po-
sies, the Smithereens), the venue 
appears to be on the rise but is 
also solidifying itself as a place 
for C-list artists. Ultimately, this 
SEE DADDIES PAGE 14 
ly Stoned, a record that 
blended rock, swing, ska 
and kitschy new wave mto a 
combination that was still too 
early for the third-wave ska 
movement to hit. And "Drunk 
Daddy," the album's opener, 
served as the opener to the band's 
performance on this particular 
'light. But because "Drunk Dad- 
dy" had also been on Zoot Suit 
Riot, a greatest hits collection of 
songs that only became hits after 
their 1997 re-release brought the 
band into the national spotlight, 
it went without saying that the 
Cherry Poppin' Daddies were 
to take their assumed place as a 
L 
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Realizations come in all 
shapes and sizes. 
There are small realiza-
tions, like finding out your 
shoelace is untied; medium 
realizations, like discovering 
the SUB is out of the cream 
cheese you want: and of 
course, realizations that are 
just a bit bigger — you're go-
ing to fail the test you re in 
the middle of taking, or that 
}fellow is never_ e'er going to 
be a good color for you. 
Obviously, every realiza-
tion has a different anchor at-
tached to it. some heavier than 
others. As much as I don't 
like it when the SUB is out of 
my cream cheese, it a small 
conflict in the grand scheme 
of things. This is especially 
true when I'm faced with 
tests or papers and suddenly 
realize: there is no hope. The 
outcome is going to be craggy 
an' way you look at it. 
Take. for instance, this 
point in the semester. We're 
almost done. and most of 
us get by with the realiza-
tion that we only have to get 
through one more week. Or 
perhaps you're realizing, like 
me, teat you have only one 
more semester left of college 
and no idea where you'll beln 
six months. If you re like me. 
you feel a huge anchor which 
tugs on the end of your boat. 
When I think about realiza-
tions, the Flaming Lips' song 
"Do You Realize?" conies 
to mind (and not just for 
the title alone). The one is 
somewhat Styx-like in that 
it almost sounds like one big 
psychedelic acid trip, but like 
any good song, created while 
drugs. lzs the song ironically 
poses quite a few philosophi-
cal ejuestions. It builds in in-
tensity, evident in the melody 
and the level of depth its ques-
tions incorporates. The first 
verse is a good example: 
Do You Realize that you 
have the most beautiful 
face 
Do You Realize. we're floa-
ting in space 
Do You Realize that hap-
piness makes you cry 
Do You Realize that every-
one you know someday 
will die 
The lyrics point to the futil-
ity and transparency of life, of 
the difficulties found within 
and the harsh realities we 
will all face someday. I love 
the juxtaposition of the two 
thoughts — on one hand, we 
„
.1 full u u 
emotion in our lives that we 
will cry. yet we will also lose 
the most important aspects of 
our life: people. 
'f he bridge poses somewhat 
of an answer in that it pro-
vide, instructions on what to 
do one,' you've come to these 
By Rachel Decker 
rdecker@ups.edu  
Editor in Chief 
THE AMP 
10. DO YOU RIALIZE? 
THE FLAMING LIPS 
Along with the music 
i (which s intense .1.11d features 
numerous nuances of elec-
tronic sublimity). this verse 
is what keys you into that 
acid trip feel of the song, as 
the lyrics stop making sense 
at this point but lure you into 
them with a swirling motion 
nevertheless. The 1111.1Sic rises 
and Nils with just a hint of 
drumming, as not to obscure 
the build in the intensity of 
Wayne Coyne's raspy voice 
strongly whispering, the words 
"do you rcalrzer (And 
yes, the ellipses are there on 
purpose, — he takes his time 
with those words, making-
each one count. Perhaps it s 
for extended emphasis. He's 
personally talking to you, the 
listener, not his microphone. 
The bridge argues that the 
world is full Of illusions, and 
that the threat of change is 
ever-present: even the ab-
sence of light is just an illu-
sion caused by the earth's 
gravity. In other words. most 
of what we're concerned with 
isn't the important realiza-
tion we might make it out to 
be. The sun is fleeting. as are 
many of our daily pr"oblems. 
If We (10114 look around and 
stop worrying. about ephemer-
al issues or obstacles, we will 
watch what's important:/;pas$ 
us by. It's hard to make the 
good things last, but #'s even 
harder when we waste away 
our days. Someday, everyone 
we know will be dead, and 
our lives will no longer exist. 
What will become important 
is what We've done with our 
lives. that we made the most 
of each day. 
Cheesy, right'? I'm not do-
ing the song justice. It's one 
of my favorites. and purely 
because of the simple and 
implicit profoundness in its 
lyrics, as well as the rising 
intensity of melody. If yoU 
were to ask a fan how they 
felt about this song, I'm sure 
they'd probably ju-st sigh and 
snide, telling you it was com-
pletely indescribable. It's just 
that good. 
In the grand scheme of 
things, Still cream cheese re-
ally doesn't matter. And in the 
Iona run, the same goes for 
tests or papers that don't turn 
out as you expected. What 
becomes important is what 
we do with our lives, how we 
treat our favorite people. and 
how we pick ourselves up af-
ter we fall. Bad finals, papers 
and incidents are only mere 
moments in our existence. 
Take it all with a grain of salt 
and realize ... life goes fast. 
and it's hard to make the good 
rhinsrC tact 	 cn v1:11; 	 1114'111 
last. Make the good things 
count. Make sure you realize 
this before its too late. 
• Rachel Decker hates 111101 
people print CilelleSS af1101111b 
wasteful and unttecessary,pages 
at the library. .steal her comput- 
er and make out infrOnt Ohm: 
Seriously. people,. 
And instead of saying all of 
your goodbyes - let them 
know 
You realize that life goes 
fast 
It's hard to make the good 
things last 
You realize the sun doesn't 
v,o down 
It's just an illusion caused 
by the world spinning 
round 
Ferrari F355: Purely Pininfarina 
By Mark Delbrueck 
mdelbrueck@ups.edu   
A&E Columnist 
If there is one car synon-
ymous with performance, 
style, exclusivity and the 
color red, it's Ferrari. 
Introduced to European 
markets in 1994, the Ferrari F355 propelled the 
Italian racecar company into the mainstream exot-
ic market. While previous models were scarce, the 
F355's production numbers guaranteed that the 
car would become an icon. In 1996, Ferrari saw 
the need for a drop top F355 and supplied just that. 
The F355 Spyder was the first Ferrari to feature a 
fully automatic top and boot lid, and was sold out 
through the 2000 model year. Starting in 1997, 
Ferrari introduced its famed Fl transmission. In-
stead of a traditional 6-speed closed ratio stick, the 
Fl used an automated clutch with paddle shifters. 
The technology could shift gears within 1/1000th 
of a second, literally quicker than a human eye 
can blink. This race tested technology would go 
on to make its appearance as optional equipment 
in every F-car from 1996 to present. 
Like any road Ferrari built to date, the F355's 
sole purpose as a road car was to fund Team Fer-
rari. While , only a certain number of production 
vehicles had to be built in order to allow Ferrari to 
enter a full race version of the car, Ferrari needed 
the profits brought in by the F355 in order to fully 
fund the team. 
Previous F-cars had been all about one thing: 
speed. The F355 is no exception. With a mid-
mounted, 3.5 liter 90 degree V8, the F355's mo- 
By China Bialos 
cbialos@ups.edu 
Americana-style folk to 
convince ourselves that we 
did in fact exist back when 
resuscitations weren't due 
for another 25 or 30 years, 
we've forgotten that our 
indie trends are no differ-
ent in form than those in 
the mainstream. In fact, 
it was only seven years ago 
that swing and big band added 
an unexpected touch of class to 
MTV, battling over popularity 
with fresh crops of boy bands 
and Lilith Fair contemporaries. 
No, 1998 wasn't a great year for 
mainstream music. 
However, those swing revival-
ists — the Brian Setzer Orches-
tra, Royal Crown Revue, Big 
Bad Voodoo Daddy and Indigo 
Swing, to name a few — were a 
refreshing change of pace at the 
height of their popularity, and to 
see them disappear from the pub-
lic eye was a shame, especially  
tor produced 375 hp and 268 lb ft of torque. That 
meant that the amazmg all-aluminum engine's out-
put was an astonishing 109 hp per liter. The alu-
minum tubular frame and fiberglass body helped 
reduce weight to 3150 lbs, which gave the car a 
8.1 lb-per-horsepower ratio. While these numbers 
aren't as impressive as a Ferrari V12 (and some 
argue that a V12 is the only true Ferrari), they 
proved to be plenty for the small F355. 
Inside, Ferrari finishes its road cars as impecca-
bly as it does its engines. Like the rest of the car, 
the interior was done by hand, right down to the 
stitching of the leather. If Ferraris are known for 
their speed, they are also known for their leather, 
an inseparable duo that haunts Italian car manu-
facturers in a world of speed limits and PETA 
cronies. Ferrari leather is some of the best in the 
industry, and everything from door handles to the 
dashboard are covered m the stuff. This makes for 
an intoxicating smell upon entering the cabin of 
any F-car that truly denotes its origin and authen-
ticity. 
Through e-mail, I was able to arrange a test-
drive in a red (officially known as Corssa Rossa, 
translated to Racing Red) 1999 Ferrari F355 Fl 
GTB Berlinetta. This not being the first Ferrari I 
had ever road-tested, the owner was a bit more 
enthusiastic about allowing me the opportunity of 
taking the left seat. The last F355 I had a chance 
to drive was an earlier 1996 F355 Sypder. While 
that was an equally lovely car, with a perfect en-
gine and opulent 6-speed, I was eager to try this 
GTB (coupe) with the Fl transmission for com-
parison's sake. I wanted to see how the early build 
Fl stacked up with the later 2002 360 Modena Fl 
I had driven earlier this year. 
Upon entering the low-slung coupe, overwhelm- 
means Tacoma still has a long 
way to go before it can begin to 
compete with Seattle in terms of 
entertainment options. 
dies seemed like a promising act 
for those of us with nostalgic 
Still, the Cherry Poppin' Dad- 
hearts, which is ironic consider-
ing that front man Steve Perry 
once denied the Daddies' desire 
to create nostalgia in a 1998 
MTV interview. Instead, he 
claimed that the band wanted to 
"marry the energy of punk rock 
to the beautiful swing sound and 
groove of swing ... just to 
see if it makes any sense." 
And perhaps that's where 
the band has accidentally 
fooled its fans. 
Formed in 1989 at the 
University of Oregon, 
the eight-piece band got 
its start with Ferocious- 
A&E Copy Editor 
There's a certain point in time 
when the appeal of a television 
show curtails; it typically los-
es its spark after a memorable 
highlight has passed, or perhaps 
when said series has milked its 
success for a longer period than 
what is reasonable. There's a 
term for this post-climax implo-
sion — it's called "jumping the 
shark" and was coined by Jon 
Hein in the 1980s, in reference 
to a Happy Days episode where 
Fonzie jumped over a shark 
while waterskiing, apparently 
signaling the show's fast decline 
in plot quality. 
Thanks to the flexibility of 
slang use, "jumping the shark" 
can be applied to nearly any 
branch of pop culture. In this 
particular case, I'd like to shed 
some light on the music world 
and various trends that get eaten 
up and spit back out at us in the 
form of more derivative trends. 
While we hipsters of America 
have spent the last few years 
taking in enough post- 
punk, garage rock and 	  
SEE FERRARI PAGE 14 
The Daddies have jumped the shark 
considering that Ricky Martin 
was their replacement. I'd spent 
a fair number of years wondering 
where they'd gone until sadly 
realizing that the swing revival 
movement had indeed jumped 
the shark after a glorious year. 
Luckily, downward spirals are 
often followed by nostalgia, and 
because I'm not the only former 
14-year old who proudly wore a 
polka dot dress while ignoring 
bubble gum pop, some of these 
swing revival bands are still in 
business and touring for their 
It was only seven years ago that 
swing and big band added an unex-
pected touch of class to MTV, battling 
over popularity with fresh crops of boy 
bands and Lilith Fair contemporaries. 
2611 N. Proctor 
Street 
(752.9500) 
Saturday Dec. 10- 
Thursday Dec. 15 
Dreamer (PG) 
Nightly @ 7:00 pm 
Saturday & Sunday 
Matinee @ 4:30 pm 
Rocky Horror Picture Show 
Saturday @ 11:30 pm 
Friday Dec. 9 ONLY (2 shows) 
It's a Wonderful Life 
7:00 and 9:30 pm Only 
PH •T• •URTE Y •F BE IN 	 FFER. •M 
Three cheers for the midwest! Sufjan Stevens tops the 
list with his ode to Illionois. 
for being gutsy enough to experiment after reaching a 
reasonable level of success, but it is equally difficult to 
listen to their CD. Their grandmother tells what I'm sure 
are fascinating stories, but the musical accompaniment 
lacks rhythm and coherence, sounding like disparate 
noises. They have a new album coming out in just a few 
months, though, so it's likely that they realized they were 
pushing it a bit too far and recorded some less divergent 
music as penance. At least, that's the hope. 
2005 may best be remembered as the year that Stephen 
Malkmus and Frank Black got their acts together. Their 
legendary bands, Pavement and the Pixies, respectively, 
are two of the biggest influences on the scene today. De-
spite this, neither of these front men had made music 
that rivaled their dead bands' greatness until this year, 
with Malkmus releasing Face the Truth and Black re-
leasing Honeycomb. 
Face the Truth harkens to the glory days of Pavement, 
only this time with more synth. Honeycomb, conversely, 
sounds nothing at all like the Pixies; instead, it's an in-
teresting type of alt-country. The great thing about these 
albums is that they prove that neither artist is used up 
or worn down. They both still have some great music in 
them, and will hopefully keep up the releases for years 
to come. 
While 2005 was not the most exciting year in music, 
it will leave a wide variety of high-quality albums in its 
wake. I would be disappointed if this lull was indicative 
of a larger trend, though, as people seem generally less 
enthusiastic about music this year than they were in '04. 
At least we've got a Radiohead album to look forward to 
next year. That will, at the very least, get people talking 
about music. 
Nick Martens really needs some goddamned sleep. This 
statement is true no matter when you read it. 
I 
ra 
CINEMA 
Tickets a -e only $5 with 
your- current student ID! 
606 S Fawcett Ave I 253.593.4474 I grandcinema,corn 
Good Night, and Good Luck (pG) 
Fri: 2:M, 4:15, 6:45, 8:45 
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 0:45 
Mon-Wed: 4:15, 6:45, 8:45 
Th u rs: Z00, 4:1 5, 6:45, 8:45 
Ballets Russes (MI) 
Fri: 1 :40, 4:133, 6:30, 9:05 
Satgun: 1:40, 4:00, 6:30, 9:05 
Mon-Wed: 4:00, 6:30, 8:05 
Thurs: 1:40, 4:00, 6:30, 0:05 
Capote Ch) 
Fri: 4:25, 7:00, 9:20 
Sat/Sun: 1 Z30, 4:25, 7:00, 9:20 
Mon-Thurs: 4:25, 7:00, 8:20 
The Wizard of Oz (8) 
with Pin Nei Milk Sia of the Plonni r Sshrday right Ert11$17 pm 
liegulervinwing (mire Piik Rapti) Smiley et nom 
ASUPS/PHOTO SERVICES GLORIA TRESEDER 
Every year, a small number of UPS seniors get to try something few people get the 
opportunity to do in their lifetime: direct their own play. In Theater Arts 313: Direct-
ing, taught by Professor John Rindo, students learn a wealth of knowledge applicable 
to their directorial debuts at the end of the semester. This includes the four major 
"roles" of the director - the artist, teacher, administrator and writer. Each of these is 
crucial to the success of the students' plays. 
Before auditions, each director chooses his or her own script. A wide variety of 
plays were shown, reflecting the different interests of the class and department. Open 
auditions were held on Oct. 23 and allowed students to audition for as many parts as 
they wanted. Due to the hectic air of people trying out for different roles, the thirteen 
directors had to work together and compromise to complete their list of call-backs on 
Oct. 24. 
"My cast is absolutely fantastic. I think that One-Acts is an entire process; it's not 
just about the one performance," senior Kara Christianson said. 
The Senior One-Acts were shown over three nights, Dec. 5 through Dec. 7 in the 
Norton Clapp Theater in Jones Hall. There were four plays on the first and second 
nights, five on the third night. 
Kara Becker 
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0 Feel thisyear's IlliNoise with Nick Martens 
By Nick Martens 	 for conveying such description. Every track is at least 
exceptional, while some are absolutely stunning. The 
only reason that this album is not a surprise is because 
A&E Writer 	 many people already knew of Stevens' greatness. With 
Illinois, he has established himself as one of the finest 
If I were to summarize the music of 2005 in one word, musicians recording today. 
I'd choose "predictable." There was a steady supply of A step below resides an abundance of albums that 
quality music from the artists it was expected from, but are excellent yet somewhat unremarkable. Spoon, The 
nothing came out that took the world by surprise; there Books, M83, Sigur Ros, Animal Collective, Broken 
was no Arcade Fire or Interpol this year. Social Scene and many other big indie names released 
Of the vast crop of 2005 albums that are very good, solid records well worth your money (or bandwidth). 
only two possess a certain quality that elevates them to On the mainstream side of things, '05 saw top-notch re-
the status ofgreatness. Wolf Parade achieves it on Apol- leases from the Gorillaz, Beck, Kanye West and System 
ogies to the Queen Mary with a unique style of indie that of a Down. It was a good year to avoid disappointment; 
combines disenchantment with the world and a morbid skilled artists proved their merit, even if it meant largely 
obsession with ghosts. The album was tremendously avoiding innovation. 
hyped up due to the band's friendly affiliation with the 	 This is untrue, of course, if you happen to be a White 
aforementioned Arcade Fire and the co-production of Stripes or Fiery Furnaces fan. The Stripes played a ridic- 
Modest Mouse's Isaac Brock, but Wolf Parade managed ulously cruel joke by starting Get Behind Me Satan with 
to meet or exceed expectations across the board. 	 one of their best, most hard-rocking songs ever, "Blue 
The other standout, and the best album of 2005, is Orchid." This is followed by 12 tracks of excruciatingly 
Sufjan Steven's Illinois. This 74-minute epic feels like boring, horribly uninspired folk music. It's like hearing 
the culmination of Stevens' already impressive career. Jack White flip-off rock enthusiasts everywhere. 
The sadness and beauty that he creates with subtle de- 	 The Furnaces' Rehearsing My Choir is not really fit 
tails is astonishing, and his gentle folk rock is perfect to be called music. It is hard to be too angry with them 
• 
nmartens@ups.edu 
• 
fit 
41 
• 
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The Donkey 
By Nelson Moody 
um oodvC.Wups .edu   
A&E Colunmist 
Welcome back to the show that 
never ends: the column with more 
fans than a Japanese drag-queen 
and more huevos than a Mexican 
hen farm. Okay. so I haven't really worke dc 
kinks vet. but f think I'm slowly Yg' ettiug handle 
 the 
 
this. Welcome to a very special edition of The  
Show (like that episode of Punk y Brewster wi er.--.°Crikhee.Y-
rie got trapped in the abandoned refri ,erator Ladies 
and gentlemen, we're pleased to resent the lust edi-
tion of our semester-in-review awards (or as we like to 
call them around here, the A"ies) nsored by UPS 
Securityl where.not drinking is more important than 
not getting mugged; featuring special musical guest 
Everclear! Wait. Where arc. - you guys going? Come 
back ... 
Best New TV Show: How I Met Your M° tle 
ad told you six months aoo that the funnietc
ly 
inr.tdic i tleri. 
h 
on network television 	 Would bc 
Doogie Howser 	 would've probably hpreat:  nabohy a ut
as believable as RuPaul announcing gnaney 
And yet it's true, and on the most ctrniNtifi any ttyl 
show on television, with the exception of the tran-
scendent Family Guy. From its unique form of narra-
tion to its cast of empathetic, well-written characters 
this show almost make's up for how poorly-written and 
mind-numbingly boring every other show on CBS is. 
Best Trailer. -The Fountain. " I realize 	 p •- 
strange to give an award to a trailer. but 
	 retty 
excited about this one. There are threefilmmakers 
whose return to the screen I've bee atirt‘,dvt;IMg years for: 
Christopher Nolan, Richard Kell ,,, 
` The 	
Aronof: 
sky. Nolan, who made "Memen yto, 	  Following 
and -Insomnia," came back huge this summer with 
"Batman Begins," showing how great action movies 
can be when helmed by intelligent, creative directors. 
Richard Kelly, who crafted -Donnie I3arko- — our 
generation's Catcher in the Rye — recently announced 
that he has cast The Rock and Sarah Michelle Gellar 
in his sophomore effOrt, -The Southland Tales. - I'm 
going to give him the benefit of doubt, but that cast is 
going to be hard to overcome_ especially when Kelly 
has described the film as ":316 - comedy, 30(../( , musi-
cal, 30% thriller and 10% science fiction." Anyway, 
back to the topic at hand: the third and most interest-
ing director is Darren Aronofsky, who wrote and di-
rected the intriguingly inventive"Tt - and the visually-
stunning film adaptation of Hubert Selby 's "Requiem 
for a Dream." Aronofsky has spent the last six years 
creating his piece de resistance, "The Fountain." With 
anticipation growing for over half a decade. and all 
reports on the nature of the film being exceedingly 
positive, this could be the film that pushes Aronofsky 
into the upper echelon of intwatiye filmmakers, along 
with the likes of Bergman olgjObri k, Check out the 
trailer at hit p://  w w w.appl eAfillra ers. 
The George Wallace AW:WitiVRDG. I don't think 
they're trying to hide it anymore. The level of unin-
tentional comedy at this year's show was so high that 
I nearly felt bad for laughing. As usual, all thc,people 
with — what do you call it -- rhythm, were in the 
same dances together, gyratinf,, to speeds top-40 hits in 
a manner that led my buddy Mike to comment, "1 feel 
like I should've paid a $10 cover charge to see that." 
The best part about these dances is looking around 
at the parents in the audience who usually trave this 
strange mixture of tighast and confusion on their faces 
as they watch Daddy's little girl doing her best impres-
sion of Candy:down at Deja Vu, while the drunken Prat 
boys in the audience cheer her on. What's the rest of 
the show like? Well, I witnessed better coordination 
from rny friend Hal after heplaycd Edward 40-hands 
with a folly on one hand and a fifth of Cruzan on the 
other. These dances are always done to slow, angsty 
dancers can't keep up. If the first g„roup of danc of the 
like Evanescence, and still, most o 
proud of the UPS 
femme rock 
,. 
like 
 onto the stage was n 
  
with a chorus 
	
N. these guys are the', 	
ers ar
the cheerleade 	  color guard. A 
... 	 pretty lame about b i 
e to this 
	
nd 
cut, I don't think I've ' 
s at RDG, when 
ever felt as one last note on the ever  
student body as I rya 
Grizz's en trance  
of vitamin water seem about as fittingg 	 ‘ n 
type 
uprset 
of boos. p_,,t 1_1 .1 ,1s  the cut of your jib. 
7,,f,
ways 
ga i Water. I m addict d 
Hop enriched liquid:  5(y7,g5snivn l l,illin/Hip 
haVing hi in my 
Sort of
brand of malt liquor?ldas 
Clay 
don't mean that 
his ex .,  
Aiken 
: Formula 
ut doesn't 50 Cent havin  
nytng, into marketin2 
crap. l'ye al 
a mit 	  racial sense. but i 
.
been 
vitamin wate s 
cks. B 
 Oh. wait . youiiiir,...-.,...:w.. going on 
"The Vie ,'' 	
r eems 
spin_0 „bffh6.,:e46.ed The Comedians of Co ''  ift$•.::::....*IitY.!.$110w: Th 
air. The show 
...twit ?,;ti„ .:.ffind 'President Bush. ' or hr("vi"g  
Ix 4,5 gangster as 
y Tour and documentary
Comedy. A 
 
I I p.m. on Fridays 
, .With the unfortunate o 
	 of the 
either gay or black) on the eastern leg of their 
same name, the•:.*--- .• 
clubs twlYi ng 
defies InZae i Galifianakis and Maria  1 
Oswalt, Brian rifollows alt • -'!Pf:.a breath 
of 
 fresh  
	
time slot  of 
( he  the tour came to Seattle 
clubs ratherh than comedy 
at Neumo ). The show is di fferent from 
they 
other come-
dy  unlike most other comics, who treat shows because 
sion. OspwailltiplY 
artistic respect , 
corn 
beyond being the miner 
party view comedy ,with a sort of 
lm or televi- as a path 
kilt they were 
without an 
The strangest part of 	 "or 
 league of h 
They are  seemingly 
Participating in e 
Performanc 
always k 
veryday conversa-
tn. and perform 
 o the show is how i' 	 u  'nor.  	 ' 	 few differ- 
ences there arelr 
footage. 	
e and offstage between the 
oh„ . ,,t., y act, interacting with the audience as they 
, 	 . 	 . 	 . 
	 it 's  you re wondering what that feeling is,  	 awe at 
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ing smells of Italian leather and oil hit 
me. I held the left paddle to engage neu-
tral and fired the 
ignition; the V8 
came (thankfully) 
roaring to life. 
These cars can be 
extremely fickle, 
sometimes decid-
ing on their own 
not to run prop-
erly without a hint 
of an excuse. This 
particular car had 
no such problems. 
The owner and I 
waited for his F- 
ear to warm up, 
the infamous smell of burning oil that no 
Ferrari is without soon evaporated; the 
engine was warm and ready. The raspy 
V8 sounded as amazing as I had remem- 
bered. Engaging reverse via a designated 
lever on the center 
console, the car 
shuttered briefly 
and the rear-end 
lowered as the 
transmission con-
nected to the rear 
wheels. First gear 
is on the paddles, 
perfectlyplaced 
behind the leather 
wrapped steering 
wheel. 
Around town, 
the Ferrari bucked 
and jerked. This 
car is geared for high speed, nonetheless, 
and running it in first and second gears 
around town surely doesn't exhibit the 
car's good side. I kept my eye on the tem-
perature gauge, as these cars are prone to 
overheat and I made my way to an 1-5 en-
trance ramp. 
As the light turned green, I gunned it and 
the eight roared to life. Going through the 
gears via the paddle shifters is effortless 
(and damn quick). Each click revealed 
more of a seemingly never-ending pow-
er supply all of the way up to the 8,500 
RPM- redline. However, I wasn't about to 
speed. After all, I was in a red Ferrari, and 
if there is one thing that pleasures Super-
troopers, it's pulling over red Ferraris. 
Ferrari's do more thanjust look good 
and. go fast in a straight line. The mid-
engine F355 handles especially well in 
turns with its ultra low profile and center 
of gravity. Wheels pushed out to all four 
corners, you feel as if you are riding inch-
es away from the pavement (and you are). 
To note, stay away from speed bumps 
and driveways, because Ferraris don't do 
them. 
It's obvious as to why the F355 is a very 
desirable driver's car: However, I would 
stay away from early model F355s due to 
the first generation Fl transmission that 
was later revised (ultimately, a new ver-
sion was introduced in the 360 Modena). 
I'd also stay away from the Spyder (drop 
tops) due to a less rigid chassis and p s-
sibility of breakage and leakage oth 
mind-blowingly expensive problems). 
Various mimscule changes took place 
from year to year, but the F355 remained 
as pure as any Ferrari, despite its popular-
ity. The F355 remains an icon of classic, 
sexy and purely Italian Pininfarina lines 
and unadulterated muscle. 
Mark Delbrueck likes everything out of 
Italy, except the excessive use of carbs. 
Inside, Ferrari finishes its road cars 
as impeccably as it does its engines. 
Like the rest of the car, the interior was 
done by hand, right down to the stitch-
ing of the leather. If Ferraris are known 
for speed, they are also known for their 
leather, an inseparable duo that haunts 
Italian car manufacturers in a world of 
speed limits and PETA cronies. 
S 
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Cherry Poppin' Daddies 	  
swing band this time around. 
Is there anything wrong with blend-
inggenres to avoid easy categoriza-
tion? Of course not. But because 
the band had become famous over 
its catalog of greatest hits, coinciden-
tally compiled from the strictest of 
swing tracks off previous albums, to 
offer any other style of music would 
be cheating an audience out of what 
it expects. And so the night ensued; 
nearly all of Zoot Suit Riot was per-
formed at the group's Jazzbones 
show, giving the crowd of married 
couples and drunken spinsters some-
thing to force a dance to. And sure, 
it was expected that nearly everyone 
present would shout along to "riot!" 
during the chorus of the only song 
they really knew — that motion is ex-
actly what I'd come for. But as soon 
as Perry picked up hisguitar and lead 
the crowd through "Soul Cadillac," 
an effortless ska track off 2000's 
lackluster Soul Caddy, the Cherry 
Poi in' Daddies were lost on me. 
What went wrong: the Cherry Pop-
pin' Daddies have always thrived 
on swing — they know this, which 
is why they created a compilation of 
their most retro-sounding tracks and 
marketed themselves as zoot suit-
wearing swingers. But they began 
their career as a `90s punk-ska hy-
brid that wore costumes onstage. So 
whenever a song not featured on Zoot 
Suit Riot was performed, I got the 
impression that — knowing exactly 
what their fans expected of them —
the band desired to escape the mold 
placed over them, even if in the form 
of three-minute segments between 
hits. And it saddened me, in a way, 
because this band with the ability to 
put on a flawless show and liven a 
crowd of 30-somethings was stuck in 
1998 and would never escape. They 
went through the motions beautifully 
and executed a great hour of enter-
tainment for loyal "riot!" shouters. 
They didn't communicate with their 
crowd and lacked any sort of genu-
ine soul. Their spirit was contrived. 
They had long ago jumped the shark. 
When a television show passes its 
prime, its rupture often harks back 
to the unexpected character transfor-
mation that prematurely betrays the 
viewer. Still, there is also the pos-
sibility of that unfortunate moment 
when a show has decidedly gone on 
too long without progress. And just 
as a television show may find itself 
stuck in the limbo between these two 
conflicts, music is also susceptible. 
Seven years after the pinnacle of 
their career, the Cherry Poppin' Dad-
dies are caught in this difficult place, 
having to choose between providing 
a stale sense of nostalgia and branch-
ing off into a place over which their 
old fans would likely abandon them. 
Then again, one can only shout a 
recurring word of chorus so many 
times before seeking out a new cho-
rus to adopt. After all, even Fonzie 
had to outgrow his leather jacket at 
some point. 
China Bialos is too square to be a 
hipster. And not in the ironic way. 
• 
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"Here comes the snack." Lead singer • 
Steve Perry charmed the crowd with 
more than his hips. 
LoggerforwardZach 
McVey notched 32 
points and 22 re-
bounds over the 
weekend to help 
lead the Loggers to 
their first conference 
victories of season. 
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* Men's basketball starts off conference with two wins 
Curtiss leads Loggers with 41 points over weekend 
By Tom Glassman 
tglassmangups.edu 
Sports Writer 
The Logger men's basketball team started their 
NWC title defense with their 
first two league wins Dec. 2 and 
Dec. 3 against Lewis and Clark 
lip and then Pacific, respectively. 
On Dec. 2, the Loggers beat the 
Pioneers 102 — 81 in Portland. 
On Dec. 3 the Loggers complet-
ed the weekend with a big win 
at Pacific, beating the Boxers 
76- 54. This brings the Loggers 
to 4-1 (2-0 NWC) looking at a 
long road trip to California. 
The first game on Dec. 2 led 
off the regular season with a 
win at Lewis and Clark. The 
Loggers started the game off al-
lowing the Pioneers 56 percent 
shooting from the field going 
down at half 50-45. 
The shooting for the Loggers 
increased by 10.5 percent in the 
second half and the loggers put 
together a lead-off win. Sen-
ior forward Zack McVey had 
a monster game: the only shots 
he missed were from the free 
throw line shooting 7-7 from 
the field and scoring 18 points. McVey wasn't the only 
one missing free throws as the team shot 52 percent 
from the charity stripe at an abysmal 13-25 overall. 
The second win of the weekend came against the 
Boxers of Pacific on Dec. 3. The Boxers could not han-
dle the Loggers defense which had 12 steals and creat- 
ed 24 turnovers. The Logger offense handled business 
as well making 26 of 59 from the field, half of which 
were threes. The Boxers could not handle senior guard 
Chase Curtiss, who was 8 -13 from the field (6-10 three 
pointers) for 23 points leading all scorers. The Loggers 
finished the game strong and handed Pacific its first 
league loss of the season. 
The Loggers' next games will see them head to sunny 
southern California to play five games including two 
tournaments and one division I school. On Dec. 18-19 
they will be playing in the Cal Tech. tournament where 
they will be playing Penn State—Erie and the host Cal 
Tech. 
On Dec. 21 the Loggers meet the division I highland-
ers of the University of California — Riverside. The 
Highlanders have played some high profile teams this 
year that include Washington State University and 
USC. The Loggers travel to Santa Barbara on Dec. 29-
30 to play in the Tom Byron Classic against Illinois 
Wesleyan and a team yet to be determined depending 
on the outcomeof the first game. 
The Loggers current scoring margin is +15. The UPS 
defense is allowing a paltry 76 points per game. Puget 
Sound currently leads the NWC in scoring, averaging 
91.5 per game. McVey leads the Loggers down low, 
pulling down 33 rebouzds in he Loggers five games 
so far. Over the last two games, McVey is averaging al-
most a rebound for every two minutes of playing time. 
The Loggers next league games will be at home on 
Jan. 3 and 6 against PLU and George Fox respectively. 
The Loggers, who were chosen by coaches to win the 
Northwest Conference before the season, are currently 
ranked fifth in the nation by d3hoops.com  and number 
one in the West by ncaasports.com . 
Tom Glassman has been known to bust out a funky chicken, 
do the dirty bird, slink an electric slide, freak the worm, pull 
a lawnmower, reel in a fish and just plain let it hang wild on 
the dance floor. 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ZACH UHLMANN 
Ryan Delong (22) drives to the basket during a Nov. 18 
victory over Evergreen State College at the Memorial 
Fieldhouse. Delong scored 14 points in the Dec. 2 and 
3 victories over L&C and Pac U. 
0 
Hockey splits weekend series with Gonzaga 
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By Chris Jason 
cjason@ups.edu 
Sports Writer 
Playing before a pumped crowd in their last home 
game of the semester, the UPS Ice Hockey team played 
a thrilling and brutal game On Dec. 3 against Gonzaga, 
winning by a final score of 4-3. The Loggers rebounded 
from a 4-2 loss to the Bulldogs on Dec. 2 night. 
Coming into the final period down 3-1, UPS rallied 
behind their potent offense, scoring three goals in the 
third period to come out on top. This is their ninth win 
of the season, outscoring their opponents by about 20 
goals. 
While the scoreboard has been an exciting area for 
UPS and became especially exciting in the final period 
against Gonzaga, the hits were exciting all game long. 
Six players were ejected from the game for fighting, 
and play was brutal throughout. 
"It was a dirty game. Gonzaga is not a dirty team, it 
was just a dirty game," senior Pay Grinage said. 
The fans at the home game were thoroughly enjoying 
the mayhem. 
"It was very physical, and the fans were really into 
it," Grinage said. 
Overall, the game was an excellent one, as has been 
UPS' season thus far. 
"This game was by far the best game of the season, to 
play and to watch," Grinage said, "this season has been 
awesome." 
The Logger ice hockey team has a winning record 
of 9-6 after splitting the final weekend's games with 
Gonzaga. 
While this semester has gone well, there are corn-
plications in the Loggers' future. With a full semes-
ter's worth of games still to play, UPS is losing goalie 
Brenden Goetz. Goetz, who started in every game this 
semester, is going abroad next semester. A new goalie 
will have to fill his role in the lineup. 
"It's going to be tough losing Brenden. It's a long 
road ahead, Grinage said. "He's the best goalie I've 
seen in the league, by far." 
The Loggers ice hockey team is done for the semes-
ter, but will begin again soon after the break. UPS has 
away games Jan. 20 against Columbia Basin, and then 
Jan. 21 and 22 against Walla Walla College. The next 
weekend they come home to play Columbia Basin on 
Jan. 27 and 28. 
Chris Jason has been frequently associated with the woolly 
mammoth, though he claims no family relation. 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/DANIEL ADLER 
Goalie Brenden Goetz guards the goal against an odd man rush from Gonzaga on Dec. 3. 
Logger Scores: Men's Basketball: Dec. 2 defeated Lewis & Clark 102-81. Dec. 3 defeated Pacific 76-54. Women's Bas- 
Logger Sports on Tap: Men's Basketball: California Holiday Trip with match-ups against Penn State-Erie, Caltechl 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/NATHAN CARLEY 
Junior Forward Jessica Roberts drives to the hole in a recent match against California Tech. The Loggers currently 
sit 1-1 in conference after a weekend split against Lewis & Clark and Pacific. 
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Women's basketball splits two in Oregon 
UPS hopes to rebound over break with trip to California 
Don't hate on pro basket- 
ball: a biased comparison 
of college and pro bailers 
By Will Holden 
wholden@ups.edu  
Senior Sports Writer 
When Cornell University and 
St. Francis University jumped 
it up on Nov. 8, it signaled the 
start of NCAA Division I col-
lege basketball, a sport revered 
by many, including this writer, 
for its untainted nature; its 
faithfulness to the true nature of the sport of basket-
ball. 
However, it seems what many people forget is that a 
week earlier, the Dallas Mavericks and Phoenix Suns 
played an astounding ball game that saw two peri-
ods of bonus basketball and ended with a close Dal-
las win, displaying that many people just don't care 
all that much about the NBA anymore. And due to the 
conversations I have been hearing from sports fans re-
cently, it appears the support for NCAA basketball is 
still strong. 
That's fine by me if you don't like the NBA, quite 
frankly, it's your loss. And it's okay to prefer college 
basketball. I love college hoops myself, and I would 
argue that March Madness is one of the most entertain-
ing athletic event, in America. However, I'm sick of 
people telling me all the reasons that I should write off 
the NBA. And I've been hearing these arguments so 
often recently that I have strong notions to go kung fu 
on the next person that tells me that the NBA is a show-
boating league that has a bunch of over-paid, crybaby 
stars, and that the league is a far cry from pure basket-
ball. 
But what I also hate about these arguments is their 
lack of originality. Those that rip the NBA always 
seem to offer me one of the following four reasons for 
their hate: the NBA is full of stars that have no con-
cept of team basketball and would rather take players 
one on one, shoot the ball every time they touch it and 
pad their stats for free agency than make sacrifices to 
help their team win, NBA teams don't play defense, 
and NBA players don't play with as much passion as 
college players. 
First of all, what so many of these ignorant NBA 
bashers don't realize is that many of their beloved col-
lege teams play the same game that they criticize the 
NBA for, as there are a lot of good college teams that 
rely heavily on ball hogs. This wouldn't be all that hard 
for these criticizers to realize if they actually turned on 
the television and started watching their beloved sport. 
As one of the NCAA's top ranked teams, the Texas 
Longhorns, have two players, Daniel Gibson and P.J. 
Tucker, that have a total of 150 shots this year, just 47 
less then the eight other players they play with. It would 
be apparent to them that these two players would rather 
score than give up the ball every time down the court. 
Or if any of these NCAA fanatics had been tuned 
in to the recent Villinova-Oklahoma game, which they 
should have been if they consider themselves true col-
lege basketball fans, as it was one of the best of the 
young season. They would have seen Villanova point 
guard Randy Foye was more concerned about finding 
his own shot than his teammates. 
However, these NBA bashers' argument that there 
are teams like this in the NBA is a valid one. I real-
ize that Kobe Bryant's 429 shot attempts are 238 times 
more frequent than Lamar Odom, who is second in 
shots attempted on the Lakers' roster. But these usually 
are not successful teams (Kobe's Lakers are currently 
in second to last place in their division) so you won't 
have to yawn through most of the games that count in 
April and May. 
The teams that do make it to the playoffs are teams 
that play team basketball, as evidenced by the final four 
remaining teams the past two years, Detroit, Los Ange-
les, Indiana and Minnesota in 2004, and San Antonio, 
Detroit, Phoenix and Miami in 2005. All these teams 
had more than one superstar that shared the shots and 
each relied heavily on its other players to produce in 
role-playing situations. 
If money bothers you NBA hecklers, then look no 
further than the aforementioned NBA teams as well, 
as there are dozens of players that gave up money to 
be a part of these winning franchises. Karl Malone, 
Gary Payton, Manu Ginobli, Sam Cassel, Tim Duncan, 
Shaquille O'Neal, Reggie Miller, Elden Campbell and 
Quentin Richardson all turned down more lucrative 
offers to play with great teams. Therefore, to say that 
the playoffs aren't interesting anymore because these 
teams do not play the pure, team basketball that is dis-
played in theTCAA is absurd. 
And, by the way, who started the argument that 
watching superstars wasn't interesting? I can almost 
guarantee you that it was the same person that was 
SEE PRO BASKETBALL PAGE 18 
By Quentin Flores 
elores@ups.edu  
Sports Writer 
The UPS women's basketball team headed down south 
to the land of no sales tax (Oregon) to take on Lewis & 
Clark University and Pacific University in the opening 
weekend of Northwest conference play. 
On Dec. 2 the Loggers took on the Pioneer's and the 
game resulted in a lopsided 75-53 loss. 
The first half started off with the Loggers keeping 
pace with the Pioneers and midway through the score 
remained close. Then in what turned out to be the key 
point in the game the Pioneers went on a 17-0 run and 
extended the score to 33-12 and took a 43-26 lead into 
half-time. 
The statistic of the night was that the Loggers shot a 
measly 34 percent from the field while the Pioneers shot 
a lights out 57 percent. 
"It seemed like it was just one of those nights when 
our shots couldn't find the bottom of the net,' freshman 
guard Allison Carver said. 
The second half led to more problems for the Loggers. 
Lewis & Clark dominated on offense the first half, and 
in the second half their defense kept UPS shut down. 
Going into the game, the Loggers leading scorers were 
senior guard Kilty Keaton and:unior forward Jessica 4 
Roberts. The Pioneers, kept ; . 	 and Roberts 
scoreless in the second half an _imited both players to 
10 and seven points each. 
"Everybody is going to try and shut those two down," 
Carver said. "As you can see it worked in the game 
against Lewis & Clark." 
Offensively the Loggers were led by freshman guard 
Karen Chase, who had 11 points on five for eight shoot-
ing. Junior forward Brie Adderly also added 10 points 
and six rebounds for the Loggers. 
The Loggers didn't have time to let the loss against the 
Pioneers fester, for the next night they played the Pacific 
Boxers in Forrest Grove, Ore. 
On Dec. 3 the Loggers entered Pacific's ring and 
looked to even their conference record at 1-1 with a 
quick knockout of the Boxers. Thanks to a last minute 
comeback the Loggers were able to pull off a 75-70 win 
on Saturday night. 
The first half was a back—and-forth battle that saw the 
Loggers and Boxers tied going into halftime. In the first 
half the Loggers were lead by Roberts, Keaton, and sen-
ior guard Sarah Carnahan who each had six points. 
The second half started much like the first half. UPS 
and Pacific battled for the lead and it wasn't until 10 min-
utes had passed when Pacific took the lead and kept it 
until the final minutes of the game. 
"It's tough when you play on the road," Craven said. 
"They hit a couple of big shots and the crowd started to 
get into it." 
With a 1:33 left in the game Roberts hit a shot and tied 
the game at 69. The game remained tied until Craven 
made the go-ahead lay-up with 23 seconds remaining in 
the game. Craven was making her first collegiate start for 
the Loggers. 
ASUPS PHOTSERVICES/NATHAN CARLEY 
Senior guard Kilty Keaton aggresively drives the lane 
in a recent game. Keaton is leading the Loggers with a 
15.8 points per game average. 
"I was trying to keep my cool out there and I made a 
back cut and Sarah hit me with a good pass and I made 
the lay-in," Craven said. "I didn't realize there was 23 
seconds left until I looked up at the clock afterwards." 
The remaining seconds saw many fouls by the Boxers 
that led to UPS free throws and points. On the night the 
Loggers shot 20-32 from the charity stripe. 
The game ended with a UPS victory and a 1-1 confer-
ence record. 
For the game the Loggers were led offensively by sen-
ior guard Sarah Carnahan and Chase who each had 14 
points. Roberts added 11 and Craven added 10 in the 
win. 
"Defense is definitely going to be out-of-focus the rest 
of the week and year,' Craven said. "We really need to 
get a lot better." 
The Loggers next game is Dec. 7 against the Geoducks 
from Evergreen State. Tip-off is scheduled for 6 p.m. at 
Memorial Field house. 
Quentin Flores has a mohawk, and its pretty bitchin'. 
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• Iketball: Dec. 2 lost to Lewis & Clark 53-75. Dec. 3 defeated Pacific 75-70. Dec. 7 defeated Evergreen XX-XX. Swim- 
VC Riverside, #1 Illinois Wesleyan, and Berry (GA) or Westmont (CA). Women's Basketball: California Holiday  Tri 
UPS Athletes 
of the Week 
Freshman 	 forward 
Karen Chase lead the 
women's basketball team 
to a 1-1 record against 
NWC foes L&C and Pa-
cific University Dec. 2 
and 3. Chase scored 11 
points in 13 minutes off 
the bench against L&C 
and 14 points against Pa-
cific. 
Senior guard Chase 
Curtiss lead the men's 
basketball team to a 2-
0 record, Dec. 2 and 3, 
defeating L&C and Pa-
cific on the road. Curtiss 
collected a combined 41 
points during the team's 
victories. He currently 
leads the Loggers in scor-
ing, averaging 15.6 per 
contest. 
For his efforts Curtiss received NWC 
player of the week honors. 
• 
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ASUPS HOTOSERVICES/SAM ARMACIDO 
UPS junior linebacker Kynan Pang (26) delivers a big punishing hit to a Linfield running back, during an Oct. 22 
contest at Linfield in McMinville, Ore. The Wildcats, the reigning national champions, showed little mercy to the 
Loggers on their home turf defeating Puget Sound 62-7. The Loggers finished the season with a 4-5 record. 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/IAN JOHNSON 
Byron Conforti kicks a ball upfield in a mach against 
Linfield. Conforti had three goals and five assists on the 
season. The Loggers finished the season with an 11-2-3 
record, placing second in the NWC for the third con-
secutive year. 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/LISA ARNOLD 
The Grizz was introduced to the Logger faithful at the 2005 
Homecoming game. 
• 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GREG GROGEL (ABOVE) 
Senior forward Cortney Kjar (16) led the women's soc-
cer team to a 19-2-1 record during the 2005 season, 
highlighted by an undefeated 15-0-1 conference record 
that included a mind boggling zero goals allowed ... for 
the campaign. 
fir 	 ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/NATHAN CARLY (RIGHT) 
Junior Jamie Eggers (left) prepares to pass an opponent's 
serve during a game at Memorial Fieldhouse, while sen-
ior Nikki Esposito (right) looks on. The women capped 
an extraordinary season with a victory against Linfield 
Nov. 5, earning their first D-III tournament birth since 
2002. 
ming: Men placed third at Northwest Invitational. Women finished eighth. Freshman Paul Hughes sets conference 
with match-ups against Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, Caltech, Carthage College, and Cal Lutheran or , Central College.  
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/IAN JOHNSON 
Senior captain Breanna Trygg gets her lap on during a Nov. 18 meet at Wallace Pool. 
Toxic mold? 
Housemate drama? 
Faulty locks? 
Landlord woes? 
We can help! 
Wheelock 203 
offcampus@ups.edu 
 
AIM: upsOffcampus 
http://www.ups.edu! 
dsa/offcampus 
The Trail Sports Editors would 
like to thank the Sports Informa-
tion Director, Chris Thompson, 
for all the assistance and help he 
gave the section this semester. 
Anytime we needed stats or as-
sitance with any University re-
lated sports question. Chris was 
more helpful than anyone could 
have anticipated. Through his ef-
forts, this section was made sig-
nificantly better than would have 
been otherwise possible, (even 
if he sometimes would like us to 
cease emailing him). 
The editors would like to ex-
tend a special thank you to their 
writers who did a commendable 
job this semester in the face of 
much adversity and a total lack 
of sympathy from their editors. 
Breanna Trygg, Will Holden, 
Tom Glassman, Quentin Flores, 
Peter Stevenson and Chris Jason 
you were all very amazing and 
we appreciate the time and effort 
you put in more than you can im-
agine. 
The editors would also like to 
extend a huge thanks to our resi-
dent caffeine crazy woman, Jill 
Eikenhorst. Jill did an amazing 
job editing the stories this se-
mester and making them read-
able and printable in the face of 
many other obstacles. The edi-
tors cannot praise her hard work 
enough. 
TACOMA'S FIRST INDOOR 
ROCK CLIMBING GYM! 
9,500 sq ft of Vertical Climbing 
250 Boulder, Top•Rope & Lead Routes 
Beginner through Expert Routes 
25' Freestanding Piftar 
2 Boutdering Archways 
Top-Out Bouldering 
Day Passes & Memberships 
We have Student Ratesi 
EdgeworksClimbing 
r41),..)01: +OCK CY .,` 
NAA.PAA. ' hieWOr k r.-ChrilbfrIt3 corn 
6 102 North <lrh Street 
T.m.wnd. WA 98106 
;53 
	 U`.•%9 
Instruction& Clinics 
Belay 101 & Basic Climbing 
Bouidering & Leading 
Private instruction 
College Student Night 
2nd Friday Night Every Month 
Women's Night 
1st & 3rd Thursday Night Every Month 
FOR A GOOD TIME CALL— 253.564.4899 
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glued to the television in the early `90s 
when Michael Jordan was taking thou-
sands more shots than Scottie Pippen 
and demanding the ball just about every 
single Chicago offensive possession. 
Who said it's not entertaining to watch 
LeBron James dribble through four de-
fenders and then dunk it on a fifth? Who 
said that it's not breath-taking to watch 
Vince Carter jump over a 7'2" Freder-
ic Weis for what is possibly . one of the 
greatest displays of athleticism I have 
ever witnessed instead of passing it to a 
wide-open trailer? 
That brings me to defense. I've got 
some more questions about this topic as 
well. Why is everyone all of a sudden 
arguing that it is a bad thing that teams 
aren't playing defense anymore? Wasn't 
it you same people that implemented a 
shot clock so that games wouldn't end 
with a final score of 2-4, and wasn't it 
those same people that made zone de-
fenses illegal to keep disruptive forces 
like Wilt Chamberlin from clogging up 
the lane and shutting down opposing of-
fenses? In the late `90s it seemed like 
illegal defense was called every time a 
player was double-teamed. And now 
people are worried about defense? It 
doesn't make sense to me. 
Furthermore, a college team should 
play better defense than a pro team, if 
for no other reason than the fact that 
they are allowed to play dozens of zone 
defenses permitted in the NBA. In the 
NCAA, teams can plant defensive stop-
pers in the key to alter every lam) the 
opposing team attempts. If an NBA big 
man stands in the paint longer then three 
seconds he gets called for illegal de-
fense. 
Secondly, there are more offensive 
forces per team in the NBA. In the 
NCAA, there are typically fewer offen-
sive threats to prepare for, as often times 
teams only have a few scorers on their 
roster and there are players that don't 
necessarily have to be given as much at-
tention defensively, as they're not likely 
to have many good offensive perform-
ances. In the NBA, every player on a 
team's roster was one of those NCAA  
stars, and therefore, they can all score 
if left unguarded. NBA teams also play 
a longer game, and most times play a 
more tiring man-to-man defense, which 
might account for more lapses in their 
defense as well. 
The people that argue that college 
basketball players play with more pas-
sion then NBA players are often times 
confused because they confuse passion 
mixed up with fatigue. College basket-
ball players play .26 games a year, each 
one of them 40 minutes long. NBA play-
ers play 82 games a year, each one 48 
minutes. Therefore, it is easy for me to 
see why a little white-guy from Podunk, 
Arkansas that is part of a 10-man rota-
tion will dive for a ball while an NBA 
player expected to play 40 minutes a 
game in a six man rotation won't. 
Furthermore, it must be understood 
that NBA players make a living off of 
their bodies. That kid from Podunk will 
probably go off to be an accountant in 
the future, and therefore it won't hurt his 
career path tremendously if he suffers 
any physical damage. 
However, many NBA have limited ca-
reer skills outside of the game of basket-
ball, and therefore, diving for a ball and 
suffering paralysis would have a much 
graver meaning. 
In short, what I'm saying is that many 
of the people blabbing about how much 
the NBA sucks are people who aren't re-
ally qualified to criticize. They are peo-
ple who don't watch enough basketball 
to realize that the points they are argu-
ing really aren't all that valuable. This 
is okay though; there are a lot of peo-
ple in this world who do just fine with 
worthless information. Just keep it away 
from real basketball fans, and know that 
if you choose to share it with me again, 
there might be some kung fu waiting to 
be sprung on your a**. 
Will Holden recently participated in the 
International Grammar Rodeo Hall of Fame 
Ceremony at the historic Trafalgar Square, 
held in Toronto, Canada. Mr. Holden also 
took in a couple hockey games, though he 
had absolutely no idea who 
Wolfgang Puck was. 
By Sean Duade 
sduade@ups.edu  
Co-Sports Editor 
The UPS men's and the women's swim 
team's gathered at the Weyerhaeuser King 
County Aquatic Center m Federal Way, 
Dec. 1 - 3 for the Husky Invitational. 
Freshman Garrett Gentling scored one 
point for the Loggers during the 100-yard 
backstroke, placing 16th overall with a 
time of 54.14 seconds. 
The top 24 swimmers in each event 
qualified for either an A, B or C final with 
the fastest eight swimmers placed in the 
A final; the next eight fastest swimmers 
placed in the B final; the next fastest eight 
placed in the C final. 
Freshman Robby Miller had the unfor-
tunate distinction of placing 25th in the 
100-yard backstroke, narrowly missing 
the C qualifier by two one-hundredths of 
a second, completing the race in a time 
of 55.03, compared to University of Lodi 
swimmer Alex Daneka's time of 55.01. 
Daneka placed 24th in the preliminaries. 
Freshman sensation Paul Hughes had the 
performance of the meet for the Loggers 
m the 100-yard breaststroke, swimming to 
a third place finish with a time of 57.26. 
Hughes was the only Puget Sound swim-
mer to qualify for an A final. In fact he was 
only one of three UPS swimmers to qualify 
for any final and one of two swimmers to 
score any points during the ultra-competi-
tive Husky Invitational, which showcased 
a number of Division I schools, including 
the 20th ranked team in the nation, the host 
Huskies. 
Hughes also wrote himself into the 
Northwest Conference's record books with 
his performance, bettering the NWC 100-
yard breaststroke record by two-tenths of a 
second. Oddly enough, however, Hughes 
did not break the school's 100-yard breast-
stroke record; that title remains safely with 
Robert Jackson who set the standard in 
1983 by swimming 55.10. 
The Loggers will next take to the pool 
in 2006 on Jan. 16 for a conference meet 
against Pacific and Willamette Universi-
ties, in Salem, Ore. 
Sean Duade rocks your socks. Straight off 
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record in 100-yard breaststroke at Husky Invitational. Hockey: Dec. 2 lost to Gonzaga 5-2. Dec. 3 defeated Gonzaga 4-3. 
Both Logger basketball teams have their next home stand Jan. 3 and Jan. 6 with games against PLU and George Fox. 
"HEY You Red Man, the girls from third 
floor will miss you and your 
cowboy hat! 
"HEY YOU dumb-a**, I'm over you. Hook 
me up with your friend. 
"HEY You, I can't wait to out-drink your 
sorry a**! (Again) 
"HEY 	 "  YOU hottie, who only has one semes- 
ter left here, I want you! Get my drift? 
BE A GOOD EGG 
POLICY 
The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning. 
notice or refund. The Trail shall not be held liable for the content or accuracy 
of its Classified or Hey You ads. The opinions of the - Hey You" ads do not 
represent the opinions of The Trail or The Trail Staff. The. Trail reserves the 
right to modify or discontinue any and idl pans of the ad, and without notice; 
The reader agrees not to use the The Trail's Classified/"Hey You" ad section 
to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content, commit libel or 
false accusations: be false, inaccurate or misleading: or discriminate in any 
way shape or form. Although The Trait strives to accurately portray each read- 
er's classified or "Hey You' ad. providing a service for the UPS community, 
The Trail always has the final say M the final copy of the ClassitiedrHey You" 
ad section. 
ACROSS 
DOWN 
Thursday's Buddhist holiday 
Metal Monsters 
Shrek's donkey friend is one of 
these 
The network that brought you 
Double Dare 
Track stars do this for fun Poli-
ticians for the Presidency 
9. If God didn't build it, the bea-
vers did 
11. To cross shallow water 
13. Past the prime 
Not as much 
Also Know As 
Of a culture 
Little devil 
23. The choir's place, so you can 
see them 
Sound of the birth of an idea 
The group that rocked our col-
lective socks at Wilson High this 
year 
1. Brington. Nrthern. R&R 
3. Deadly, as a bioweapon or 
a metal band 
5. Yes, to a Spaniard 
7. To give a nickname or lay 
Sown a drumbeat 
3. "Hell hath no fury like a 
woman" 
10. Prelude to aspirin 
12. A small amount 
14. Snake of the sea 
According to KUPS, this 
s when you spoon 
This hallucinogen is Lyri-
Spherical, and Diabolical 
The Unconscious Mind 
The counterpart to 20 
across 
A great ball of fire 
Librarian's warning 
This reindeer springs 
Forward 
This hip-hop "disciple"'s 
-eal name is Nasir 
The fate of Chris Farley, 
Phil Hartman, Jimi Hendrix, 
and too damn many others 
What you're doing before 
finals (yeah right) 
Your fay. lit.mag 
• 
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"HEY You" on ASUPS, can we make love 
before you graduate? 
"HEY YOU," from the SUB, will you give 
me a private sandwich making lesson? Please? 
"HEY YOU, why do you make my life 
so freaking awkward? 
"HEY YOU, we don't like your racist 
comments. 
"HEY " i  YOU, girl n class, please for the 
love of god, SHUT UP! 
"HEY YOU," 9  sexy trail bitches, I'm on 
to you - next semester it will be a war `til the 
end. Those boys are all mine! 
• 
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"HEY You in Phi Delt, you're such a hottie. 
Come on over to Alphi Phi more often. 
"HEY 	 , You „„who acted like you were totally 
into me for a week and a half who then went off 
to go drink beer and jam on your guitar with your 
buddies and never called again. What, do I always 
have to be in costume to divert your attention? You 
suck! 
"HEY 	 " You, girl from New Mexico, what's 
it like being from another country? 
"HEY1-1 )( 9 5 0U, I'm awkward ... but this sexual 
tension is out of control. We should do something 
about that ... in my office. 
"HEY YOU, with the greasy hair, thanks for 
being so smart and for the lit. review. 
"HEY YOU," can I have my clothing back 
that you always steal? 
"HEY YOU my new boyfriend, dump your 
singing soulmate and come to my bed. 
"H 	 9 9 EY You, with the hair and tattoo, you 
rock my world! 
"HEY You sexy guy that washes the tables 
in the SUB, I know you know I have 
a crush on you. Do something about it! 
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"HEY You Midnight Breakfast, why did 
you start so early? 
"HEY You" Southern Comfort, why do 
you warm me up so good? 
"HEY 9 9  YOU, flip-flop sock boy, poor 
form! 
"HEY 9 9  YOU, sexy butt, keep wearing 
those Juicy sweatpants. 
"HEY You, sexy stop toying with my 
emotions and get some balls while you are at it. 
Your indecisiveness is driving me crazy! 
"HEY YOU, I can't wait to consumate 
our relationship this Friday. Get excited! 
Let's keep a civil 
tongue in our Trail mix 
By C. Nough Weevil 
Guest Critic for the 
Combat Zone 
In the Dec. 2, 2005 issue 
of The Trail, editors Rachel 
Deckhand and Lipika Chow-
derhead ridiculed courageous 
critics by publishing their 
whispered innuendos and 
double-secreted canards. This 
my plea for more pleasant copy in The Trail: ador- 
hie antics of skateboarding, tree-hugging students; 
the Grizz; the bookstore; and how Puget Sound is 
getting better every day in every way. Let's be posi-
tive, you bastards! 
Take the first criticism: "Because it is a student-
- newspaper, The Trail has no business publishing a 
story about faculty plagiarism, - No one is saying that 
there is anything wrong with criticism, but it should 
be directed at cute and safe targets, like the food, or 
better yet, other students. When students stray from 
mindless credulity regarding trivialities, only anarchy 
-can result. We've all become comfortable with a vac-
ut)us, unread student newspaper. Back to the future, 
Trail radicals! 
The second cited criticism was that the story should 
have been labeled "News and Opinion - if it was go-
ing to combine editorial with reportorial content. 
This critic makes an excellent point. That is why 
Pamphlets from the Office of Admissions routinely 
Carry the warning, "Beware! Racial minorities may 
be much more frequent in this document than on ac-
tual campus." Resistance is futile, buttheads! 
1. too, was aghast that "The article included unspec-
ified confidential information." Since 9-11 and the 
USA PATRIOT Act, we have all learned that secrecy 
is the best openness because, as George Orwell argued 
so eloquently, "freedom is shivery. - The libertines tt 
The Trail would enslave us all by revealing corrupt 
and venal acts for which decision makers expected 
cover. Follow Bob Woodward's wayward example, 
sleazoids! 
There was no mixed metaphor tcriticiS111 four) in 
the . 114-05, but I did spot a split infinitive and a 
dangling participle, Following the logic of one non-
anonymous critic, any mistakes logically entail that 
the conclusion of the original article was incorrect. 
When somebody yells, "Your pants is on fire, - you 
can calmly ignore the burning flames because of the 
grammatical error. Keep your eye on the retentive 
prize, unliterates! 
The Chronicle of Higher Education is a proven part 
-of the vast left/right-wingnut conspiracy, so using it 
as an excuse for -serial plagiarist" is utterly unper- 
asive. Besides, it's rude to use vocabulary that may 
ride many faculty, tabloid tattlers! 
1 also believe that '`The editors - decision to print ex- 
rpts from the Faculty Code in the Nov. i i issue was 
ensive and/or inappropriate. - The Faculty Code is 
official document. In other words, it should only 
cited by officials. It was also insulting to suggest 
t faculty OR administrators might have ignored or 
uted the Faculty Code. We all realize that the Fac- 
ty Code is violated with impunity only when admin- 
rators AND faculty collude. It takes tWo, baby! 
It was also suggested that the editors might profit 
from "disinterested advice, - and who has been prov-
en to he more disinterested in pursuing this plagia-
rism than our administrators? That is wily the editors 
should look to authorities for authority. Authorities 
authorities because they have authority -. Why not 
turn to those who have carefully protected us from 
the crucial information that we need in order to judge 
what is going on? They are the ones in the know. 
Why bother with those who have systematically been 
kept ignorant? What do they know? Go with what 
you know, blowholes! 
How dare The Trail imply that the University does 
not take plagiarism seriously enough'? The Univer-
sity has been spinning the plagiarism story from the 
jump. The University and especially the Office of 
Communications take plagiarism almost as seriously 
as they take any other issues that involve cover-ups 
and misinformation. Why waste perfectly good gib-
' berish on something that they did not take seriously? 
When you care enough to hide and to dissemble, you 
eloquently attest to the importance of the issue. Don't 
waste the school's spin by conjuring your own delu-
sions, traitors! 
"The Trail's continuing coverage of the issue ... has 
been excessive. - To read issue after issue of The Trail, 
one might think that the editors and writers actually 
expected something to be done about faculty plagia-
rism. Progress comes from covering up our mistakes, 
not learning from them. Let's move on, youjerks! 
4 Fair Critic likes those cool words like collude, which. 
11 you were wondering, in short, means to conspire. 
Ten signs the semester has gone on too long 
Your History professor comes to class sporting a Mohawk, and she begins class by 
saying, "My Ph.D., your face: let's party." 
The portrait of President Pierce in Wyatt Hall winks at you. You wink back. The 
Chihuly glass remarks, "Knock it off, you two!" 
George W. Bush's foreign policy almost begins to make sense to you — in your 
dreams, which occur during the one hour of sleep you got last night, on Todd Field. 
Ron Thom shows up to his Diversions office hours wearing a speedo and a Hawaiian 
shirt. The staff responds by bringing him a latte with a tiny umbrella. 
George W. Bush shows up at Diversions, and everyone yells, "Norm! !" 
Your Religion Professor advises you that the only way you will pass the class is 
through an act of God. God tells you your Religion Professor is an optimist. 
You have one point left on your meal card. You spend it on a plate of the special, 
which is "Your Vegan's Guess Is As Good as Mine." 
Your Business Professor gives you a quiz — in Art History. He tells you his grand-
father was named art and liked history. 
Your Biology Professor asks if you will donate your brain to his latest project, which 
is called, "Bride of Darwin." You agree to the request, only after determining you will 
get extra credit. 
Your Chemistry Professor begins a lecture with a defense of Intelligent Design. You 
raise your leg to be recognized. The Professor calls on you. You point to the syllabus 
as evidence contrary to Intelligent Design. The Professor's head spins around several 
times. Only then do you realize you're not enrolled in Chemistry this semester. 
Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. 
In filet. the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail(kups.edu . 
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Fight club is for finals! 
By Tyler Durden and The Narrator 
Fight Specialists 
The Campus Masturbator has returned to take back his 
crown as the worst thing to ever happen to the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound. 
His challenger is the faculty plagiarist who has taken 
up residence at the university, souring student's academ-
ic lives on campus since his discovery. 
The battle is unforeseen, since the masturbator re-
tired three years ago when pressure surrounding him 
was finally relieved after being stroked by the media for 
weeks. 
Considering recent publicity, the plagiarist has thrived 
in an unusually calm setting. Now, the masturbator re-
turns, having found his home life boring despite a high-
speed Internet connection. He believes that the new 
freshman class deserves an introduction to his great-
ness. 
For those unfamiliar with the campus masturbator, 
the man struck fear in dorm residents and off campus 
houses alike, following girls home, waiting for them to 
undress outside their windows and masturbating vigor-
ously in a technique practiced by the sweet glow of a 
ourrrn rni IDTCV rir AorirDprIn rrIRA/DArs.FC/DRCIP 
PAGES/FIGHTCLUBPROPS.HTM 
Damn Gina, check it out! Could this be your campus 
plagiarist? Or the campus masturbator, beefing up for 
the occasion? Come to the fight on Sunday to find out.  
computer monitor. 
He was also known to sneak into dorms and hide in 
lady loggers' closets, surprising the scantily clad women 
when they reached in for a new set of clothes ... the 
a**hole. 
The administration continued its policy of only hav-
ing one terrible thing happen on campus at once. (You 
remember the webmail and scarlet fever, don't you?) 
Therefore, the administration decided that the masturba-
tor and the plagiarist must engage in a grim battle to the 
wounding. 
The pair are scheduled to battle at high noon on the Sat-
urday during reading period in Memorial Fieldhouse. 
The battle will show off both competitors' dynamic 
range of skills. The Faculty Plagiarist has been stocking 
up on plagiarizing other peoples' famous moves. Among 
the stolen are Bruce Lee's 1-inch knock out punch, Mu-
hammad Ali's float like a butterfly, sting like a bee style 
of tactics and Zeus' lighting. All of these moves will be 
used without a single citation. 
The Masturbator has been practicing his own unique 
selection of movies. The inverse grip, the twist and shot, 
and spanking the monkey. 
"I've really had to go the extra length on porn costs to 
prepare for this match," the Masturbator said. 
The two faced off for the first time during the weigh-
in, having spread ads through The Tattler and this pub-
lication. It was there that the Plagiarist struck his first 
blow, with his inspiring speech, excerpted here: 
"We will fight them on beaches, we will fight them in 
the fields and in the forests. We will fight them in the 
cities, we will never surrender." 
It was later revealed that that arrogant tosser lifted 
that piece from Winston Churchill. 
The only thing preventing the Masturbator from re-
taliating were those pesky indecent exposure laws. 
However, these laws will be lifted for the fight where 
there will be no eye gouging and no facials; all other 
moves are legal. (Tickets will be on sale at the Info 
Center for the low low price of $18 and $10 for children 
under the age of 12.) 
Betting circles have sprung up around campus with 
various bookies in the Business department hooking up 
with the math majors to get some fantastic odds. 
"Well, we figure the plagiarist could set a proud tradi-
tion of students in the limelight at this university. That 
makes him a fan favorite, where as the other guy is just 
plain creepy," Business professor Jeffrey Matthews 
said. 
Matthews exerted these opinions from the profession-
al standpoint, having completed his MA in Las Vegas. 
"I give the plagiarist 5:3 odds. The Masturbator looks 
like he's a biter as well as a squirter. But the plagiarist, 
the plagiarist can copy anything," Matthews said. 
Students have not been skeptical of the fight, hoping 
the two evils would destroy one another and purge the 
campus once and for all of all traces of dislike — except 
for those T-Locs who creep closer and closer to campus 
as each day passes. 
But alas, the decision is ultimately in the hands of the 
two combatants who can be seen training extensively as 
finals week approaches. Good night, Sports Fans. 
Tyler Durden and The Narrator have placed their bets and 
think the plagiarist will win fair and square with their high 
academic standards. Wait ... standards? 
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